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The European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC) is a gathering of China experts from a selection of European research institutes. It is devoted to the policy-oriented study of Chinese foreign policy and relations between China and European countries as well as the European Union (EU). The network facilitates regular exchanges among participating researchers with a view to deepening the understanding of how Europe, as a complex set of actors, relates with China and how China’s development and evolving global role is likely to impact the future of Europe. The network’s discussions, analyses and recommendations take a decidedly “bottom-up” approach, examining the various aspects of bilateral relations between European countries and China in order to generate a more complex perspective on the broader EU-China relationship.

The network was first launched on the initiative of the Elcano Royal Institute and the French Institute of International Relations (Ifri) in Brussels on 6 November 2014. This meeting brought together experts from eleven EU member states, as well as observers from EU institutions. The ETNC members decided to meet in a different capital every six months and the Mercator Institute of China Studies (MERICS) joined Elcano and Ifri in their efforts to move the project forward.

The ETNC’s goals are:

- To facilitate regular exchanges among European researchers on key issues related to China and Chinese foreign policy, particularly on how they relate to the EU, individual EU member states, and other European countries.
- To generate discussions among European policy experts on bilateral relationships between EU member states and China, and subsequently on the EU–China relationship more broadly.
- To contribute to the analysis of China’s emerging grand strategy by focusing on European perspectives, with an eye on how this crucial relationship impacts the broader global economic and political order.
- To provide recommendations for the conduct of Europe–China relations based on in-depth discussions and research conducted by experts within the network.
- To create a European pool of expertise and contact networks in and on China that can be activated and utilized whenever one of the participating members requires it.

Ultimately, the ETNC’s main aim is to enhance European expertise, knowledge and networking capacity on China’s foreign policy and its foreign relations with the EU member states and the EU itself, by focusing on all the different levels of interaction. These range from the local to the supranational, but the ETNC considers the national sphere to be the analytical point of departure.

This report is the fourth in an ongoing effort to dissect and reassemble Europe-China relations from a European country-level perspective. The first roundtable
discussions on the report were graciously hosted by the University of Aveiro in Portugal in May 2018, and its conclusions further refined in discussions organized at the China Studies Centre of the Latvian Institute of International Affairs and the New Silk Road Programme at the Riga Straņdind University in October 2018. The report has been coordinated by the Swedish Institute of International Affairs (UI) with the Netherlands Institute of International Relations ‘Clingendael’, Ifri, and Elcano Royal Institute contributing to the editorial process and with the active participation of all ETNC institutions.
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Executive Summary

- Through case studies of 17 countries and the European Union (EU) as an actor, this report analyses the role political values play in Europe's China policy and whether China has any influence on the understanding of political values in the EU member states and Norway.

- The findings of the report are the result of a bottom-up research process that has engaged with researchers in the European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC).

- Political values may be perceived differently across Europe. For the purposes of this report, we start from the EU definition, which makes democracy, human rights and the rule of law core political values.

- While these three political values are deeply rooted in most European states, the ways in which states address these issues in their relations with China differ significantly. Based on the analysis of bilateral and multilateral practice, it is possible to distinguish four different patterns of behaviour among the various states: vocal and active; active and discreet; passive; and passive and potentially counteractive.

- Our findings suggest that three factors are of particular importance to the variety in European approaches: historical legacy, economic relations with China and Chinese pressure:
  - While there has been a general downgrading of the importance of political values in the approaches to China of most European states, younger democracies have been more affected by this trend.
  - Although there are exceptions, states with a higher per capita gross domestic product tend to be more active in the field of political values in their relations with China. Close trade relations with China also correlate with a higher level of activity in this field. Meanwhile, the share of Chinese investment does not make a major difference. Instead, investment in strategic sectors of the economy or the hope of attracting Chinese money to fill an investment gap are more decisive factors.
  - Chinese pressure has led some European states to reconsider their level of activity in promoting democracy, human rights and the rule of law. Even so, they have not taken political values entirely off the agenda.

- The EU as a supranational institution is one of the most vocal advocates of the importance of political values in relations with China. Most prominently, concerns over political values are addressed in the EU-China Human Rights Dialogue and EU-China Legal Affairs Dialogue
but also in many resolutions in the European Parliament. At the same
time, engagement at the EU level serves as an excuse for inactivity in this
field in many member states.

- Europe’s recent impact on China’s political values has been rather
limited. However, it is likely that it has had some impact in individual
human rights cases as well as with regard to legal reform in areas with
direct economic implications.

- Despite China’s increased efforts to promote its image abroad, in all the
countries analysed the general public and large sections of the political
elite and media hold largely negative views of China’s political system.
For instance, negative views were found in the reporting in Europe on
the removal of presidential term limits at the National People’s Congress
in 2018.

- Despite this generally negative image, China has occasionally gained
influence over decision making in some sensitive fields and is increasingly
seeking to align Europe with China’s own interests and values.

- Those political elites with an affinity for or acceptance of China’s
political system are for the most part Eurosceptic. Nonetheless, not all
Euro sceptics have a favourable view of China.

- Finally, this report highlights the diverging views and approaches within
Europe on the defence of political values in relations with China. This
leaves a number of questions still open for debate: Should Europe’s
political values extend beyond the scope of democracy, human rights and
the rule of law, for instance, to include concepts of economic liberalism?
How far should Europe go in defending its political values beyond its
borders? What ultimately is the most effective way to approach China on
these issues?
Introduction: Political values in Europe-China relations

Tim Nicholas Rühlig, Björn Jerdén, John Seaman, Frans-Paul van der Putten, Miguel Otero-Iglesias and Alice Ekman

Questions of democracy, human rights and the rule of law have long been a source of tension in Europe’s relations with China, both in exchanges with China and among Europeans themselves. The European Union was in part built on a foundation of common political values,1 but member states are often at odds over the extent to which these values should constitute a central element of their respective relations with China. In the inaugural 2015 report of the European Think-tank Network on China (ETNC), Europe’s lack of unity on this question was striking.2 This remains true today, if not more so. Under the leadership of Xi Jinping, China has become increasingly critical of Western political values and sought to position itself as a role model for other countries.3 In this context, the question of how to treat political values in relations with China only grows more relevant for Europe, as does the question of how China will seek to promote its own understanding of political values in Europe.

Through an analysis of 16 EU member states, Norway and the EU as an institution, this report sets out to examine how political values enter into Europe-China relations.4 It looks at how European actors treat political values in relations with China, and how China, directly or indirectly, shapes the debate on political values in Europe. From the outset, Europe’s political values are defined as those identified by EU convention — the so-called triad of democracy, human rights and the rule of law that forms its constitutive political values. As evidenced by some of the contributors to this report, however, political values can sometimes take on broader dimensions to include issues related to political economy and the rules-based international order. Such a broad definition, which is seen for example in Italy and the UK, links liberal political and economic values and treats them as mutually constitutive. While this approach takes a more comprehensive view of Europe-China relations, it has proved far less consensual at the EU level. Moreover, under this broad definition the boundaries of political values are blurred, which runs the risk of confusing policies driven by economic interests with concerns over what EU member states have jointly defined as their core political values.

This report does not take a stand for or against any particular definition of political values. Democracy, human rights and the rule of law serve as the minimal core definition that all chapters draw on while allowing for an analysis of further aspects, including the economic dimension. In the introduction that follows, we compare the results of all the chapters using this base definition of political values, and are careful not to establish any hierarchies between member states.

Mapping European approaches to political values and China

Under the Lisbon Treaty, all EU member states have committed themselves to the external promotion of democracy, human rights and the rule of law.5 Two questions arise from this basic position. First, in what way and by which means do

---

4 Countries were selected based on the participation of institutes in the ETNC.
5 The only non-member state reviewed in this report, Norway, endorses identical values.
EU member states promote these values in their relations with China? Without a doubt, strategies differ among the states, but so do their respective degrees of leverage in relation to China. Second, what importance do EU member states place on political values when they conflict with other interests, such as those in the economic field? Promoting political values and protecting economic interests are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but trade-offs between different objectives often arise. Hence, only the relative differences among European states are discussed.

With regard to the first question, we identified particular approaches in bilateral and multilateral contexts. At the bilateral level, we assessed EU member states’ actions against three options for promoting democracy, human rights and the rule of law: (a) “megaphone diplomacy”, or government representatives making public statements on sensitive human rights issues; (b) discreet diplomacy, such as demanding the release of dissidents in non-public settings; and (c) cooperative projects, such as assisting China’s judiciary in developing the rule of law. At the multilateral level, EU member states have the option to actively initiate EU policies that prioritise the promotion of democracy, human rights and the rule of law. A further approach is to remain passive but be supportive of such initiatives within the EU framework. This is often closely related to a policy of “outsourcing”, whereby member states argue that only the EU as a whole has the strength to promote political values in relation to China. Some states may also raise objections to joint attempts by the EU to promote such values. Outside the EU framework, states may form like-minded coalitions and formulate common statements and policies. Two recent examples date from 2016, when a group of states submitted a statement to the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) raising concerns about China’s treatment of human rights defenders, and from 2017, when another group of states signed a letter highlighting the situation of human rights lawyers in China.

Patterns of action and inaction

When dealing with China on issues of democracy, human rights and the rule of law, the study found that European countries differ to a large degree in the scope of their political action. Based on their behaviour in bilateral and multilateral contexts, they follow four relatively distinct patterns: (a) active and vocal; (b) active and discreet; (c) passive; and (d) passive and potentially counteractive.

---


8 Information on some of these aspects is based on publicly available data; others were assessed according to the analysis in the chapters below and the knowledge and judgement of their authors, although the responsibility for qualifying patterns of behaviour lies with the authors of this introductory chapter. Moreover, while the editorial deadlines of this report did not allow for an analysis of how various European countries have voiced their concerns about human rights in Xinjiang, debates within the EU and views expressed at the UNHRC could be used to further elaborate on these observed patterns in the future.

9 Norway and Denmark supported the 2016 UNHRC statement, and France and
The active and vocal states, Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom (UK), currently employ the broadest scope of policies. All frequently voice criticism of China publicly as well as in discreet diplomatic channels. They also carry out cooperative projects to strengthen the rule of law and human rights in China. All three countries also joined multilateral initiatives in 2016 and 2017 by signing statements denouncing the human rights situation in China. In addition, they have been proactive and supportive of EU efforts, although more recently the implications of “Brexit” means that the UK has largely neglected this channel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Strategy relative to EU policy action</th>
<th>Cooperative projects</th>
<th>Discreet diplomacy</th>
<th>Megaphone diplomacy</th>
<th>Ad hoc multilateral activism (signing the 2016 and 2017 statements)</th>
<th>Characterisation of policy action towards China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Proactive and supportive</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Active and discreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Active and discreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Proactive and supportive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Active and discreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Proactive and supportive</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Active and vocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Passively supportive, occassional opposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive and potentially counteractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Passively supportive, occassional opposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive and potentially counteractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Passively supportive, occassional opposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive and potentially counteractive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Proactive and supportive</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Active and discreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Not member</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Active and discreet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td>(X)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Passive and supportive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Proactive and supportive</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Active and vocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>(Brexit)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Active and vocal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is noteworthy that the UK and Sweden have explicitly broadened their human rights agenda with regard to China to include issues such as human trafficking, and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transsexual/Transgender and Intersexual (LGBTI) and women’s rights.

Other countries, such as Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands and Norway, are active in voicing their concerns about human rights and the rule of law in China, but currently less vocal in their approaches. They work through discreet diplomacy and avoid bilateral “megaphone diplomacy”. All have spoken out as part of multilateral coalitions, and they all endorsed one of the two statements in 2016 and 2017 condemning human rights violations in China (the Netherlands signed both). Some, such as Denmark, have parliaments that are vocal regarding human rights violations in China. Norway and Denmark carry out projects in China to enhance the above-mentioned triad of political values. France, the Netherlands and Belgium proactively support a unitary EU approach to strengthening democracy, human rights and the rule of law in China, while Denmark is more passive within the EU.

The group of more passive countries currently comprises the Czech Republic, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Romania and Spain. While these countries tend to be less active in promoting democracy, human rights and the rule of law in their relations with China, this does not mean that they do not support these values. They avoid public criticism but raise concerns in discreet diplomatic meetings, while not making them a priority. Within the EU, they vote in favour of policies that promote democracy, human rights and the rule of law but do not actively initiate or push for these policies. With the exception of the Czech Republic, which supported the 2017 letter, they have not signed the above-mentioned joint statements. None of these states carries out significant cooperation projects in China.

Meanwhile, other countries have not only remained passive with regard to the EU’s direct promotion of political values in China, but also shown signs of attempting to counteract these attempts. Perhaps the best known example is Greece’s veto of a unified European stance on China’s human rights violations in the UNHRC in 2017. This marked the first time in the EU’s history that a consensus could not be reached on the subject. While other countries have not been so disruptive on the three political values, Hungary joined Greece (and Croatia) in drastically tempering the EU’s joint statement on the International Court of Arbitration’s ruling with regard to the South China Sea – a ruling that has China adamantly refused to recognise. In Italy, meanwhile, changes are also under way. Previous Italian governments remained fairly passive on issues of democracy, human rights and the rule of law in China, but their insistence on issues such as not granting Market Economy Status to China and developing an EU-wide investment screening mechanism are considered by some to have been at least partly motivated by such concerns. There are early indications, however, that the new government, made up of the Five Star Movement and the Lega, is likely to change tack and become more conciliatory towards China.

The above categorisations are limited to the approaches of European states to democracy, human rights and the rule of law by means of megaphone diplomacy, discreet diplomacy, cooperative projects, EU initiatives and ad hoc multilateral statements. If economic and other policies had been included, some results might have turned out differently. This analysis is not an exhaustive comparison of how “tough” countries are towards China in their overall policies, but a benchmark of their policy preferences in directly dealing with questions of democracy, human
rights and the rule of law in China. It is also important to note that a country’s policy actions can and do change over time, sometimes dramatically, depending on national elections. Some countries, such as the Czech Republic or Hungary, have in recent decades gone from vocal and active to passive or even potentially disruptive, while others, such as Germany, have become more vocal and proactive in recent years. This classification therefore represents a snapshot in time.

The role of historical legacy, economic ties and Chinese pressure

Our findings suggest three factors to be of particular importance in the varied European approaches: historical legacy, economic relations and Chinese pressure.

Historical legacy: While existing research and commentary tend to focus on economic factors, our cross-country survey indicates that a variety of historical legacies continue to shape China policy. We found that the year of democratisation tends to correlate with approach to democracy, human rights and the rule of law in relations with China. While most of the states analysed in this report attributed more importance to democracy, human rights and the rule of law in their relations with China in the 1990s, several, particularly former communist countries, have since downgraded the importance of these three values more than others. This suggests that older democratic institutions tend to resist such downgrading more than those in younger democracies. That said, correlation does not mean causality.

A closer examination of individual countries adds further nuance to the role of history. Historical references appear throughout Europe in discourses on the role of democracy, human rights and the rule of law. While this may be a discursive strategy to some extent, all politics start with words. Hence, such discourses should not be ignored.

Sweden and the Netherlands have a long tradition of promoting human rights internationally. The legacy of the Nazi period remains a crucial component of Germany’s self-identification and has a big impact on its policy regarding democracy, the rule of law and human rights. The Czech Republic’s communist past for many years made the country one of the most vocal critics of human rights violations in China. To this day, the Hungarian people remain highly sceptical of the Communist Party of China (CPC), despite the record of the government in expressing ideological affinity with China. In Poland, historical legacy also fuels widespread suspicion of communism, which influences attitudes to the CPC. The contrasting symbolism of 4 June 1989 in Poland and China is telling – while China conducted its violent repression of protestors in Tiananmen Square, Poland was holding its first semi-free elections – and for many years served as a marked example of the different political values in the two countries. Only when the Law and Justice Party (PiS) won the most recent elections did criticism of the semi-free elections of 1989 become more mainstream.

In Portugal, a critical examination of the country’s colonial past has led many to highlight the need to respect sovereignty and a plurality of political models. In Latvia, the conviction that political values are solely a domestic matter stems from the violation of the country’s sovereignty by the Soviet Union. Spain’s gradual transition to democracy after the death of Franco makes many Spaniards reluctant to opt for the active promotion of democratic values in foreign countries. Many people in Greece feel that their country has frequently been manipulated by larger powers and are thus less inclined to suggest norms of governance to other nations. In sum, while most Europeans seem to share the belief that democracy,
human rights and the rule of law are universal values, they disagree about the
degree to which these principles should be externally promoted.

The importance of historical legacies notwithstanding, domestic political dynamics
clearly have an impact too. Germany’s former Social Democrat government
under Chancellor Gerhard Schröder paid less attention to promoting democracy,
human rights and the rule of law in China than Angela Merkel’s subsequent
administrations. In France, Emmanuel Macron’s policies seem to indicate a
shift towards increasing the importance of the three values in French-Chinese
relations compared to his predecessors, Francois Hollande and Nicolas Sarkozy.
Under President Zeman, meanwhile, the Czech Republic’s government has made
considerable changes to the policies of Václav Havel. Italy’s new government has
shown signs of downgrading the role of democracy, human rights and the rule
of law in its relations with China.

**Economic relations:** Economic relations with China differ in both quantity
and quality among European states. Countries with a higher GDP per capita
tend to take a stronger position on political values, but there is no correlation
with absolute GDP. In other words, richer countries – but not necessarily big
economies – adopt a more active stance on the promotion of democracy, human
rights and the rule of law in China. Of course, in many cases richer countries
are also older democracies, which makes it difficult to distinguish between the
relative effects of historical legacy and economic performance.

Contrary to the common belief that extensive economic cooperation with China
makes European states more reluctant to promote political values, our findings
demonstrate the opposite. The higher China’s share in a country’s overall trade,
the more active and vocal that state tends to be in promoting democracy, human
rights and the rule of law in its relations with China. Moreover, the correlation
is stronger with China’s share of a country’s exports than its share of imports.
In other words, China’s status as an important target market does not appear to
reflect a greater reluctance to promote the triad of political values.

The results with regard to Chinese direct investments in Europe are less clear-cut.
There is no strong correlation between absolute or relative amounts of incoming
Chinese investment and the active promotion of political values by European
states. Nonetheless, individual cases demonstrate that Chinese investments, or
the expectation of such investments, may have a significant impact in some
countries. Portugal has received substantial Chinese investment in strategic
sectors and keeps a low profile on democracy, human rights and the rule of
law in its China policy. The engagement of the Chinese firm COSCO in the
Greek port of Piraeus has created high hopes of further Chinese investment.
Chinese money does not just fill the apparent investment gap in Greece – it also
offers a potential alternative to the EU. The chapter on Greece demonstrates
that this has affected the country’s approach to promoting democracy, human
rights and the rule of law in China. The Czech Republic has also received some
investment in recent years, which has contributed to the downscaling of political
values on the government’s agenda. Romania and Hungary have not received
Chinese investment on a similar scale to that of Western European countries, but
have high hopes of inflows in the future. The UK, which had been fairly active
in calling for democracy, human rights and the rule of law in the past, is seeking
new economic cooperation as it prepares to leave the EU in 2019. This seems
to have prompted a rethink of the trade-offs between economic interests and
political values in its relations with China.
Finally, comparing the results with the 2017 ETNC report on Chinese investments in Europe, even though the countries that are more critical of investments tend to place greater importance on the promotion of democracy, human rights and the rule of law, there are numerous exceptions to this trend. The Netherlands and the UK, for example, are openly critical of China’s political values but welcome investment projects. Previous Italian governments, in turn, have been much more vocal on the economic dimension of China’s growing influence in Europe than on issues related to democracy, human rights and the rule of law.

**Chinese pressure:** The findings indicate that Chinese pressure has led some European states to reconsider their level of active promotion of democracy, human rights and the rule of law in China, although none of them have given up their normative aspirations altogether. Hence, while Chinese pressure has induced some change, it has not taken political values entirely off the agenda. The most prominent example is Norway, which suffered from a freeze in political relations and some degree of economic retaliation, such as restrictions imposed on the import of Norwegian salmon, after the Norwegian Nobel Committee awarded Liu Xiaobo the Nobel Peace Prize in 2010. After six years of not apologising for the Nobel Committee’s decision, Norway opted for a pragmatic approach in order to resume relations with China in late 2016. The fact that support for Norway from other European countries was rather low-key sent a signal that the issue was not a priority for the rest of Europe.

Denmark and the Netherlands had similar but less serious experiences after sponsoring a China-critical resolution in the United Nations Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR) in 1997. At first, the Netherlands as the holder of the rotating presidency of the EU drafted a China-critical resolution in the UNCHR. Between 1989 and 1996, the EU had sponsored such a resolution annually. In 1997, however, several EU member states declared that they would no longer support such a resolution, which led Denmark to take the initiative and draft it without EU support. China retaliated against Denmark for the resolution and the Netherlands for making a China-critical speech at the UNCHR and trying to draft the EU-wide resolution. In 2008, France faced strong political and economic reaction from the Chinese government after a short, half-hour meeting between the Dalai Lama and Nicolas Sarkozy; the same happened to Denmark in 2009. More recently, the UK encountered a freeze in high-level political ties with China after the then Prime Minister, David Cameron, met the Dalai Lama in 2012.

**The role of the EU: Asset or obstacle in pursuing political values?**

The EU aims to coordinate and carry out a joint foreign policy that is partly based on its political values. At the same time, the EU mirrors the diversity of perspectives and interests of its member states. This holds particularly true in the area of foreign and security policy, which remains an intergovernmental competence, that is, an area that all member states decide on unanimously in the European Council. The EU’s bureaucracy, however, has a significant impact on foreign policymaking even though it lacks formal decision-making power. The agency of the EU strengthens a China policy that aims to promote democracy, human rights and the rule of law, and all member states to varying degrees share a belief in these political values. For the EU, however, these values are constitutive of its historical emergence and development, and thus at the heart of the self-identification of the European institutions.

This multilayered structure results in two ambivalences that are crucial to the EU’s China policy. First, while the EU bureaucracy tends to highlight democracy,
human rights and the rule of law, the EU remains vulnerable to disunity due to the different national interests of its member states. At the same time, the EU provides a framework for constant coordination which – at least to some extent – tends to harmonise European foreign policy. Hence, the EU is both a mechanism for unifying the continent and somewhat vulnerable to disunity.

Second, if united and with the full support of all the member states, the EU has the potential to exercise more leverage than individual member states vis-à-vis China with regard to democracy, human rights and the rule of law. However, this potential leverage serves as a good excuse for member states to take contentious issues off their bilateral agendas with China and outsource these to the EU. In short, the argument that the EU has more leverage and is thus better equipped to address concerns over political values in China might be valid, but also clears the way for inaction at the member state level.

Nonetheless, it is difficult to find any other actor in world affairs today that places more importance on democracy, human rights and the rule of law in relations with China than the EU. The EU makes use of the full range of instruments, such as megaphone diplomacy, discreet diplomacy and specific cooperative projects. Without doubt, the supranational bodies of the EU promote its constitutive political values in relations with China. Critics argue, however, that the EU applies double standards when it comes to the promotion of political values.

The effectiveness of European policy

In one sense, the recent European impact on China’s treatment of political values has been limited. Democracy, human rights and the rule of law are suffering a severe backlash in China. In the absence of any breakthroughs, NGOs and social scientists have called for the termination of the EU-China Human Rights Dialogue. Nonetheless, there are a number of reasons to believe that European efforts have made at least some difference.

Improvements in civil liberties or civil rights are restricted to individual cases. There is some indication that when the EU raises the fate of imprisoned individual human rights lawyers and activists, for example, in the context of the EU-China or other bilateral human rights dialogues, their conditions of detention often improve. In other cases, Chinese leaders have agreed that dissidents under house arrest can leave the country. The most recent example was the permission given for Liu Xia, the widow of the late Nobel Peace Prize winner Liu Xiaobo, to leave China in July 2018.

When it is in the self-interest of the Chinese government to reform, the EU is likely to have a more significant impact. The development of China’s judicial system might well facilitate economic development, foreign investment and international trade. Hence, Chinese leaders have a keen interest in the development of legal affairs compared to issues of civil liberties and the civil rights components of the rule of law – albeit that there is still clear resistance to the idea of making the CPC itself subject to an independent judiciary. Other examples of Chinese self-interest are the fight against pollution or attempts to improve economic development – issues that come under the category of social and economic human rights that the CPC advocates. European assistance in these fields is mostly welcomed by China. Another possible success is the significant reduction in the number of executions carried out in China. Some argue that the EU’s continuous lobbying combined with its own track record may have facilitated this development.

Finally, European China policy may have had more general effects. The EU’s treatment of political values in its relations with China helps to shape Europe’s...
self-identification. It also signals to the rest of the world what Europe stands for and that China’s attempts to redefine concepts such as democracy and human rights do not go uncontested. Hence, the role of political values in Europe-China relations should be seen in the broader context of shaping the normative framework of the international order.

**Does China shape the concept of political values in Europe?**

China’s growing outreach to Europe corresponds with decades-long European attempts to encourage China to adopt a more open and democratic system, but what do Europeans think of China’s political system? What are the effects of Chinese attempts to shape European policy and public opinion? Throughout the 17 countries analysed, the public remains largely negative about China’s political values. The findings in the chapters correspond with similar results from Eurobarometer opinion polls.

Although these polls do not explicitly measure European support for China’s political values, they do indicate largely negative general views on China. These sceptical perceptions are notable in the light of the intensified Chinese foreign propaganda push in the past decade. China launched a broad public diplomacy initiative in France, for example, among other EU member states. In other countries, China aims for influence by means of financial investments.14

This demonstrates that not all Chinese attempts to affect European public opinion amount to actual influence. “Influence” refers to the capacity to affect the actions or feelings of others. This means that influence only exists within relationships – and is never the property of an actor. To analyse influence is thus to study the effects of actions, not merely the intentions behind the actions. For example, the fact that a Chinese ambassador writes an opinion piece in a widely read European newspaper extolling the virtues of China’s political system does not equal influence. To gauge its possible influence we need to study the reception given to the article. For example, if its content appals readers it could even have negative effects on Chinese influence.

When it comes to political elites, Chinese political values mostly meet opposition. China’s growing footprint does however serve the interests of some political elites. In particular, favourable views of China’s political system seem to be correlated with negative views of the EU. Political actors that are critical of the EU tend to use China as leverage vis-à-vis the EU institutions and other EU member states. The Greek government, for example, does not praise Chinese
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authoritarianism, but it does side with China occasionally to demonstrate that it possesses an alternative to the EU.

The Hungarian government is alone in expressing ideological interest in China’s political values. Viktor Orbán contrasts what he describes as China’s efficient, labour-oriented society with the lengthy processes of the EU. In the Czech Republic, the public and most political parties are critical of China with the exception of the Eurosceptic and pro-Chinese supporters of President Zeman. In Romania, most of the China enthusiast voices emanate from among the Eurosceptic. While all the China-friendly political elites are Eurosceptic, the opposite is not true. In fact, a number of Eurosceptic political parties are openly critical of Chinese authoritarianism, including the major right wing populist parties in Denmark and Poland.

Furthermore, there have been instances where Chinese attempts at influence have backfired. In Denmark, opinion formers and opposition politicians have reacted strongly to revelations that in 2017 the Chinese Embassy had pressured a theatre not to host a show featuring a dance company associated with Falun Gong. Another example is the closure of all but one of the Confucius Institutes attached to Swedish universities. In Belgium, reports that the country’s security services were investigating the Confucius Institute of the Free University of Brussels sparked controversy.

However, even in the absence of outright admiration, tacit acceptance of China’s political system as a legitimate alternative can still make a big difference. In a way, this would resemble China’s own official position: Europe should not change to become more like China, but the leaders in every country should be free to decide its political system without intervention from the outside world. (Whether China has always adhered to this principle is another matter.)

Factors in the attractiveness of China’s political model

Two factors appear to facilitate China’s outreach: the hope of receiving Chinese investment and irritation towards the EU for meddling too much in the domestic affairs of member states. The economic incentives largely resonate with business communities throughout the continent. However, some academic institutions and think tanks also hope and compete for funds. Most intensive are Chinese investments in Brussels-based think tanks and invitations to China addressed to individual European scholars focused on China or international relations more widely. China’s largest government-sponsored think tank, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, opened its first European subsidiary, the China-Central and Eastern European Institute, in Hungary in 2017.

Overall, European media coverage of China’s political system tends to be negative, a trend that the case studies indicate has strengthened further since Xi Jinping’s authoritarian turn. A recent example is the negative European coverage of the Chinese National People's Congress in 2018, which abolished presidential term limits and thus centralised power in the hands of Xi Jinping.

While often easy to detect, it is more difficult to assess the effectiveness of China’s attempts at influence. Even though our findings indicate that European perceptions of China’s political values are becoming increasingly unfavourable, we should perhaps be cautious about drawing conclusions too quickly. One possibility might be that European perceptions of China would have been even more negative without these attempts. A second possibility is that the effects are difficult to measure. China’s influence on European perceptions partly works through mechanisms such as self-censorship and self-denial, which are not
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15The Hungarian government, however, did not allow the institute to register as a think tank, but only as a company.
easy to detect using conventional research methods. A third possibility is that China expects its influence operations to produce their main returns in the long run. Activities such as funding think tanks, university programmes and visits by European researchers, moulding key individuals and organisations, and investing in a media presence might improve underlying perceptions of China in Europe, but will take time.

More crucially, China has gained in influence in particularly sensitive fields of decision making. Prominent cases include the watering down of the EU’s position on adherence to international law in the South China Sea dispute in 2016 and the Greek veto of the EU’s condemnation of China’s human rights violations in the UNHRC in 2017. China has undoubtedly attempted to influence Europe’s political decisions on accommodating China in a wide range of fields, including political values.

Questions for the way forward

There are diverse approaches to China across Europe. Governments have different priorities, follow different strategies and have different perspectives on the role of China in Europe. European states possess limited leverage over China to achieve their goals. If Europe wants to remain relevant it needs to find higher levels of convergence in at least five fields that are currently subject to contentious debate.

Definition: Most fundamentally, Europeans already disagree on the very definition of political values beyond the Lisbon Treaty. Should political values be restricted to the three core values of the EU, or should the definition be broadened to include other aspects, such as those related to the role of the state in the economy?

Goals: Regardless of how Europe defines the political values it aims to follow in its relations with China, the role of pursuing these values needs to be clarified. What are the priorities of Europe’s China policy and where do political values fit? Does the EU aim to actively promote its political values in its relations with China (offensive interpretation) or to restrict their validity to Europe (defensive interpretation)? Are some political values, even within the core three, being prioritised over others when dealing with China?

Strategy: To promote Europe’s priorities effectively, a careful study of China’s interests is needed as well as a strategic assessment of how it reacts to different policies. This requires more long-term thinking than is currently being pursued in Europe. How can the EU link different issues effectively to acquire leverage and achieve improvements in the fields that are of primary concern to it?

Methodology: What is the most efficient methodology for communicating with China? Should the EU continue to promote bilateral dialogues? If so, which ones and under what conditions? Is discreet diplomacy efficient? Should megaphone diplomacy be used to a greater extent?

Decision making: More efficient policymaking requires that Europe consider processes of coordinating policy if not decision making. This would require nation states to compromise and perhaps even give up some of their competences. How can Europe become more united in its decision making? Are institutional reforms of the European Council and/or the European Commission needed, such as the introduction of qualified majority voting in the European Council?

All these issues need to be discussed not only among policymakers but also among the public, in academia and with think tanks. In fact, the experts in the European
Think-tank Network on China have differences of opinion on all these five fields too. Hence, we do not seek to formulate answers to these questions but rather to provide some insights into the issues in the chapters that follow. From our experience of working on this report, discussions on these controversial issues are extremely fruitful and we hope to take some of these aspects beyond the network to contribute to a wider debate on the role of political values in Europe-China relations.
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Belgium’s multilayered China policy: A case of principled pragmatism?

Bruno Hellendorf, Egmont Institute

Abstract

Belgium is a small power and a pragmatic trading nation. It is also host to several multilateral and international institutions and committed to the defence of liberal values. Its relationship with China reflects both dimensions – Belgium merges an interest-based foreign policy with a strong emphasis on values. As a federal state with limited resources, it relies on and supports multilateral institutions in its engagement with China as it does in its other relationships. When it comes to values, Belgium prefers dialogue over confrontation and avoids acting alone. Recent developments, however, highlight a growing unease with what is perceived as Chinese intransigence – and sometimes even undue pressure – over values. An important factor in the shaping of the country’s future China policy will be the differences in perception and priorities among and between Belgium’s regions and communities.

Belgium prides itself on having a foreign policy that is at the same time both pragmatic and principled. Its diplomacy regularly emphasises its commitment to “the country’s fundamental values”, such as “democracy, human dignity, human rights and gender equality”. This ambition runs through every international partnership Belgium enters into, even when, as is the case with China, economic interests are a clear priority.

Before examining the specifics of Belgium’s China policy, it is important to keep the broader picture in mind. Belgium is a staunch sponsor of European unity and solidarity, and it sees multilateral institutions such as the European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), which it hosts, as well as the United Nations (UN) system as indispensable pillars of a stable, rules-based international order. It believes in multilateralism not just as a diplomatic tool, but also as a structuring principle of international life and, in a context marked by a rising tide of populism and mounting protectionist trends, a value to defend. As a trading nation, Belgium is also very much focused on upholding a free, open and rules-based trading system, and on defending the interests of its companies.

Belgium’s China policy

This overall perspective unambiguously frames the country’s relationship with China. The federal government aims for both a principled commitment to liberal political values and economic pragmatism. To achieve these, it seeks to make the best use of multilateral settings in which to engage with China. However, the fragmented nature of Belgium’s political and administrative landscape also means that there is no single China policy. Initiatives taken at the federal level are only part of a wider and more complex equation featuring decentralised authorities. By implication, there is no clear hierarchy of economic interests, political engagement and political values. Belgium tends to address issues as they arise on a case-by-case basis and to favour dialogue and consultation over confrontation.

An interest-based China policy is not peculiar to Belgium. Nor is the country’s emphasis on the transcendental importance of political values. Rather, Belgium’s specificity in regard to its China policy is linked to three separate elements: (a) its

1 These are the first of the Foreign Ministry’s six “fundamental tasks”. Belgium has highlighted a number of priorities with regard to its Human Rights agenda: “the abolition of the death penalty, the protection of the rights of women, children and defenders of human rights, the fight against all forms of discrimination, including discrimination based on sexual orientation, and the fight against impunity”. Kingdom of Belgium, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation, Belgium and human rights, https://diplomatie.belgium.be/en/policy/policy_areas/human_rights.

interests and self-reflection as host to international institutions; (ii) its complex institutional set-up; and (iii) its pragmatic and creative approach to the defence of values, which is mostly reliant on multilateral channels and informal settings.

The primacy of economic relations

How has this played out in recent years? Belgium considers that “it is China that determines the Asian policy of our country in all its dimensions: economic, military and bilateral”. It recognises that developing (and regulating) trade with China is a major task, and challenge, for the country’s diplomacy. Economic interests have undoubtedly been the main concern on landmark occasions such as the state visit by President Xi Jinping in 2014, the royal mission to China in 2014, Prime Minister Charles Michel’s visit to China in 2016 and the visit of Prime Minister Li Keqiang in 2017. When in 2017 Charles Michel hosted Li Keqiang in order to conclude several important – mostly economic – agreements, he was flanked by his four deputies, making clear that the relationship is a clear political priority for Belgium.

This economic diplomacy relies on a diplomatic and political relationship that is deftly managed. Managing power asymmetry in bilateral relations is acknowledged to require creativity and skill. The Ministry of Foreign affairs presents itself as playing a key role in “harmonising our interests and developing policy options (“étouffement des dossiers”) in order to present a substantial counter-offer to Chinese dominance in our bilateral relationship”.

As part of this pragmatic approach, the Belgian Government carefully addresses issues around political values. In 2018, for instance, Foreign Minister Reynders noted that the death penalty was a priority for his diplomacy, but one that would be pursued as part of a positive dialogue: “since in the short term, its abolition or a moratorium do not seem to be a realistic option, our efforts will focus on obtaining at least greater transparency and limiting as much as possible the application of capital punishment”. Chinese sensitivity over other issues and values is taken very seriously and constructive dialogue is in all cases preferred to confrontation. Nonetheless, Chinese pressure over invitations to the Dalai Lama or with regard to Taiwan have resulted in occasional hiccups in the relationship.

For instance, in 2015, at the initiative of Amnesty International, Foreign minister Reynders submitted a list of Tibetan prisoners to the Chinese authorities, asking for an update on their status. By voicing such concerns, Belgium was not trying to set an example or force China to change its course of action. This was instead a way of displaying solidarity with fellow European countries that were making the same case, and maintaining the relationship within the framework of the China-EU strategic partnership. On values as well as key policy interests such as reciprocity, market access and a level playing field for the private sector, Belgium relies on and supports the EU institutions, where power discrepancies can be evened out.

This last point is important in that the Federal Government does not seek to simply “outsource” sensitive discussions. The Belgian Premier made clear that in Europe, defending political values is an important endeavour and a precondition for a principled foreign policy: “We are committed to democracy and the rule of law at all costs [and] for this reason, Belgium proposes setting up a peer review mechanism on the rule of law” (within Europe).
Belgium's multilateral approach

When Belgium seeks to make a difference, it tries to do so tactfully. In June 2018, when he met his Chinese counterpart, Foreign Minister Reynders did more than just mention the importance of human rights for Belgium – he invited Wang Yi to the 7th World Congress Against the Death Penalty, a conference on capital punishment to be organised by Together Against the Death Penalty (Ensemble contre la peine de mort, ECPM) in Brussels in 2019.\(^{11}\) Importantly, Belgium will co-host this Congress with the European External Action Service (EEAS). On the same occasion, the two ministers discussed areas of cooperation within UN institutions and agreed “to take a common initiative on the rights of children”, Belgium having been elected a non-permanent member of the Security Council for 2019–2020.\(^{12}\)

One reason for Belgium to rely on multilateral institutions and pragmatic diplomacy is that it lacks resources. It is a small, federal state where a number of competences and budgetary means have been devolved to regional entities. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has only limited resources for managing its China policy, while the decentralised authorities have their own mandate for several domains of cooperation, such as trade, investment, cultural affairs and academic exchanges. Parliamentary questions in the Flemish and Walloon hemicycles exhibit a shared preoccupation with the economy, linked to the status of the Chinese economy, market access, the protection of investments and participation in joint projects, not least the “Belt and Road Initiative”, but also with values. Diverse legislative proposals have been considered from the issue of relations with Taiwan to the situation in Tibet. Nonetheless, it is difficult to argue that these debates, and the criticisms that are occasionally voiced by non-governmental organisations, fundamentally affect Belgium’s pragmatic, two-tiered approach.

Chinese influence in Brussels

With regard to Chinese pressure, Belgium is in a peculiar position by virtue of it being host to EU and NATO institutions. When President Xi visited Brussels in 2014, demonstrations against human rights abuses were forbidden by the city authorities.\(^{13}\) The idiosyncratic position of Brussels is further reinforced by the weight of Chinese funding and connections for think tanks, cultural institutions and lobbyists, all of which contribute to a positive narrative on China.\(^{14}\)

Meanwhile, there is a lingering fracture between the other two regional entities: Flanders (where Chinese investments are considerably higher) and Wallonia. In Flanders, Chinese investment and suspected attempts at influence, for instance through cultural and academic cooperation, are viewed more critically than has been the case in the past. For instance, in 2018 Chinese activities at the Confucius Institute of the Free University Brussels (VUB) were audited following a negative report by the Belgian State Security Service, which was issued in 2015 and had initially been ignored.\(^{15}\) There is little indication that similar questions are being asked in Wallonia. Worse, there is apparently little to no dialogue between regions on the implications of growing Chinese investment in the country, not only in economic terms but also in terms of its impact on values and influence.

In the Belgian media, questions of political values have begun to surface in recent years as a consequence of China’s growing presence and influence. When the Charter of the Chinese Communist Party was amended to abolish presidential term limits, the Belgian media portrayed this as a power grab and a return to Maoist times,\(^{16}\) a “great step backwards”,\(^{17}\) a hollowing out of democracy,\(^{18}\) and the making of a new emperor.\(^{19}\) A couple months later, it was reported that
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\(^{12}\) Ibid.
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the Chinese security services had been actively threatening Uighur migrants in Belgium, emphasising the scope of the crackdown in Xinjiang. In addition, an inquiry exposed the ongoing practice of persuading Chinese citizens living abroad to collect information, using coercion if necessary.\(^\text{20}\)

An important development in 2018 was the setting up of a federal platform, led by the State Security Service, with a mission to protect the country’s “economic and scientific potential” from foreign interference.\(^\text{21}\) This came about as a result of the arrest of a Chinese citizen on charges of industrial espionage. While not itself a charge on values, industrial espionage may prompt greater attention and criticism toward Chinese activities in Belgium, but the major hindrance to a major policy shift will remain the lack of cooperation across authorities and sectors.
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The Czech Republic’s values-based policy towards China reconsidered

Rudolf Fürst, Institute of International Relations, Prague

Abstract

The Czech Republic’s China policy balances its economic and political priorities. The Czech values-oriented policy was introduced in the 1990s, mainly by the former dissidents who significantly shaped the country’s democratic transition. Democracy and human rights support is still part of official Czech policy. However, specific implementation and strategies are a matter of continual dispute between different political groups. The public perception of China is becoming polarised and ideologised in reaction to China’s increasing economic relevance, as well as the role of the Czech business lobbies that push for a more pragmatic agenda.

The Czech values-based policy on support for human rights in China, inspired by the legacy of Czech dissidents, refers to the principle of solidarity with those who live under oppressive regimes. After the fall of communism in 1989, President Václav Havel, a former dissident playwright who had been jailed by the communist regime, declared a number of moral principles that he considered essential for the reconstruction of democracy. Such specific idealism-rooted activism, which might be regarded as a kind of self-construction of a new democratic identity, led to a certain amount of high-level political support for Tibet, Taiwan and individual Chinese dissidents, who found a warm welcome in Prague. However, this enthusiastic activism never achieved an overwhelming consensus and remained a permanent subject of domestic discord.

The solidarity-based idea of assertive human rights support in China

President Havel was the first Czech Head of State to meet with the Dalai Lama, and later also met with exiled dissidents such as Wei Jingsheng, Harry Wu and Wang Dan. In addition, in the 1990s support for human rights became part of the country’s new democratic constitution, and a permanent Department for Human Rights was established within the Czech Foreign Ministry. The human rights agenda has been explicitly incorporated into several core foreign ministry programme documents since the 1990s, such as the most recent Foreign Policy Concept of the Czech Republic of 2015, which refers to values-oriented basic starting points such as democracy, safeguarding human dignity and sharing the country’s experience of its transition to democracy with other countries that are similarly transitioning.

The top priorities of 1990s Czech foreign policy were accession to the European Union (EU) and to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Political dialogue with China did not rank as highly in Czech perceptions at that time. At the same time, Czech human rights policy on the People’s Republic of China (PRC) assumed a relatively activist style while the PRC’s efforts to tame the Czech Government by issuing official protests proved ineffective. In addition to supporting Tibetan exiles, it dared to host a Taiwanese delegation led by the Prime Minister and Vice-President, Lien Chan, in 1995; and in the same year, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the founding of the United Nations, President Havel voiced his support for Taiwan’s membership of the UN.

Czech Republic

theme of human rights and Tibet was also raised in 1997 in the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament, and the draft of a resolution criticising China for its human rights abuses and calling on the Czech Government to uphold human rights when dealing with China was eventually passed by the Senate in the following year.4

Czech support for Tibet became more assertive and received greater media exposure after the Green Party joined the government in 2006. Governmental bodies made a series of non-China-friendly gestures, such as establishing a Parliamentary Group of Friends of Tibet, and placing Tibetan flags inside the Lower House during a visit by a Chinese parliamentary delegation. Prime Minister Mirek Topolánek posed for cameras with a Tibetan badge on his jacket and Foreign Minister Karel Schwarzenberg compared the upcoming 2008 Olympics in Beijing to the Nazi-dominated 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. During his official visit to France, which at the time held the EU Presidency, Schwarzenberg lobbied for a boycott of the opening ceremony of the Chinese Olympics.5 There were no high-level Czech political representatives at the official Olympic opening ceremony. Shortly after, in 2009, the new Prime Minister, Jan Fischer, met with the Dalai Lama at his official residence.

The frequent visits to Prague by the Dalai Lama – there have been 11 thus far – were officially labelled semi-private and on a non-governmental basis, and usually arranged as informal meetings with several politicians. Czech support for Tibet won an unusual degree of popular sympathy that was strongly pushed by civil society and the media. In 2006, Prague hosted the 4th Conference of Tibet Support Groups. Moreover, the annual festival, “Days of Tibet”, which commemorates the 1950 Tibet uprising with meetings, discussions and the hanging of over 700 Tibetan flags at city halls, has become increasingly popular. Such efforts marked the period 2008–2012, when the Czech political dialogue with China was frozen. After the victory of President Miloš Zeman in a direct public vote in 2013, however, Czech policy on Beijing was given a “restart”.

The shift towards a business-oriented approach

The divergent views on China among human rights activists and business leaders have led to strong disputes between political groups. Activist promoters of democracy stress big gestures and media appeal, while a less strident group views human rights in a wider context and values the political dialogue with Beijing. In contrast to the democracy promoters, the pragmatists together with powerful financial lobbies began to activate economic diplomacy with the PRC. Havel was replaced as President by Václav Klaus (2003–2013), a leading right-wing pragmatist who was closely linked to pro-Chinese financial groups, mainly the PPF. Klaus repeatedly voiced his disdain for “NGO-ism”, “human-rightsism” and “dalai-lamism”, and backed the then Prime Minister, Petr Nečas, in his efforts to unfreeze Czech-Chinese relations.6 Nečas initiated the Czech policy U-turn towards China in 2012, shifting direction not just because of domestic political pressure, but also in the light of the emerging multilateral format, the 16+1, which offered the Czech Republic a smooth way to adapt to a new investment-driven China policy.7

Having lost its government-level influence, the China-critical group pushed harder with its anti-communist rhetoric, which hit China in the areas of security, human rights and even economics. Meanwhile, the Foreign Ministry of the new Social Democratic Government (2012–2017) attempted to promote a more comprehensive concept of human rights policy.8 This updated the concept of
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political rights to include social cohesion, sustainable development, ecological aspects and development aid, and called for a human rights dialogue with states that were known to have a poor record in these areas. This attempt to rewrite the originally more assertive pro-USA human rights strategy to focus mainly on political rights was massively rejected by the mainstream Czech media as abandoning the legacy of Václav Havel.9

The public outcry over the government’s new interpretation of human rights policy did not fit well with soaring Chinese investment in Europe. When President Zeman appointed the Director of the Chinese CEEF Group, Ye Jianming, his official adviser on the economic agenda with China, this gave the anti-Zeman narrative in the Czech media a stronger impetus. Furthermore, the issue of Russia as a security issue became emotionally intertwined in the media debate with a recent Chinese investment spree in the EU member states, which also partly touched the Central and Eastern European states. Thus, doubts over the transparency of these investments and a fear of China’s attempts to impose its influence on Europe flooded the Czech domestic media discourse.

This media reporting was well timed, coinciding with President Xi Jinping’s visit to Prague in 2015, which was contentiously followed by the thus far most recent visit by the Dalai Lama several months later at the invitation of the Forum 2000 Foundation.10 The public clashes over the hosting format for the Dalai Lama’s visit revealed two competing ad hoc coalitions of state and non-state organizations. On one side of the debate there were the President and the Government, including the Foreign Minister, who opposed any official meeting. On the other side there were pro-Tibet supporters, which included two former Czech Ambassadors to the USA, a Deputy Speaker from each chamber of parliament, three ministers and about 50 parliamentarians – including leaders of opposition parties, mainly TOP 09 and the Green Party – as well as the director of the National Gallery, various academics, members of conservative think tanks, church representatives and hundreds of individual sympathisers, who wanted the meeting to be official.11 The Dalai Lama was eventually welcomed at a public meeting in front of Prague Castle, the official presidential office, and politically the most favourable position in Prague, regardless of the fact that the Castle did not approve the use of the public space for the meeting. He also had an audience with the Minister of Culture at his official residence.

In response, the President, the Prime Minister and the speakers of both parliamentary chambers issued a joint statement to the Chinese Embassy, officially distancing themselves from the meeting and reassuring China that the private visit of the Dalai Lama did not change official Czech policy on the Strategic Partnership signed in March 2015.12 The four signatories of the joint statement were severely criticised for the allegedly humiliating message they sent out, kowtowing to the PRC, and the media amplified its allegations of a Czech shift from democracy and human rights advocacy to favouring the non-democratic East. The increasing polarisation and ideologisation of Czech perceptions of China has strengthened since then, and Zeman has been challenged by an increase in anti-China sentiment.

According to a Eurobarometer opinion survey, the Czech public is currently the most negative about China of all the countries in Europe.13 Despite its soft power strategy, China has so far failed to develop a more benign public face. Its media presence and the support of a few China-friendly Czech media sources and a tame Confucius Institute in Olomouc cannot sufficiently rebut the massive critical mainstream media stereotypes. The establishment of several Czech-
Chinese think tanks and some timely CEFC China Energy investment in the Czech media have not thus far been able to establish a convincing pro-China narrative.\footnote{The Czech server Chinfluence found some comparatively less negative coverage of China there. CEFC withdrew from the Czech media group in 2017. Chinfluence, \textit{Chinfluence media analysis}, 4 September 2018, http://www.chinfluence.eu/media-analysis/. The analysis, however, confirmed a prevailing negative perception of China in the Czech media.}

\textbf{From solidarity to the politicisation of values}

Czech human rights policy on China has been highly active, even though it has lacked domestic consensus, coherence, sufficient strategy and coordination, and a deeper international cooperative format. Despite joint international efforts, such as the recent signing of a letter by 11 states criticising China for the mistreatment of detained human rights lawyers in 2017,\footnote{Simon Denyer and Emily Rahula, “Eleven countries signed a letter slamming China for torturing lawyers: The US did not”, \textit{Washington Post}, 22 March 2017, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2017/03/22/eleven-countries-signed-a-letter-slamming-china-for-torturing-lawyers-the-u-s-did-not/?utm_term=.0c387c8ca09.} Czech activities have been concentrated mainly in UN Human Rights Council discussions rather than common EU policy. The Czech Republic has not so far experienced any retaliation for its policy from China, probably due to the thus far weak economic ties between the two countries. Allegations about the rising influence of China, which dominate media and scholarly debates, have exposed a lasting trend for domestic politicisation of and polarisation on this issue. The Czech experience, defined by minimal correlation between its political agenda and trade with China, proves that in cases pertaining to small states, outspoken support for human rights cannot derail economic ties with oppressive regimes.

The teasing of China with Tibetan flags during President Xi’s visit to Prague in 2015, which illustrates the popularity of the human rights agenda among Czech urban society, displayed the prevailing Czech focus on its domestic audience and had no specific effect on the human rights situation in China that could be of any concern to the Chinese Government. The Czech sense of values in politics and anxiety about its Western identity could explain why such issues matter so much in a post-communist democracy, and the specific discourses that derive repugnant images of non-European autocratic regimes. Unfortunately, the Czech human rights critique of China is becoming a moralistic message that has diverged from the original idea of solidarity with people in need, and instead targets Czech domestic policy.

---

Rudolf Fürst, Senior Research Fellow; Institute of International Relations (IIR), Prague, furst@iir.cz.
Discreet diplomacy: Denmark’s pragmatic stance towards China

Andreas Boje Forsby, Danish Institute of International Studies

Abstract

Having been one of Europe’s harshest critics of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in the aftermath of the Tiananmen massacre in 1989, Denmark has deliberately lowered its voice over the past two decades. Today, the Danish Government only raises sensitive political issues such as Tibet and Falun Gong bilaterally, in a discreet and non-consequential manner, while increasingly speaking of the annual EU-China dialogue on human rights as the relevant forum for addressing such issues. Meanwhile, Denmark is eagerly pursuing an ever closer and more diversified bilateral relationship with China, as envisaged in the 2008 Danish-Chinese Comprehensive Strategic Partnership (CSP) agreement, which, among other things, has rapidly turned China into Denmark’s second-most important economic partner outside Europe. Underneath the current state of bilateral harmony, however, lurks a clash of political values that could ultimately force the Danish Government to revise its current policy of pragmatic adaptation.

As a small state, Denmark has a long history of combining pragmatic realism with an idealistic promotion of liberal values. Nonetheless, the balance has somewhat shifted in recent years towards the realist end of the spectrum. In its Foreign and Security Policy Strategy, 2017–2018, the first ever official document of its kind, the Danish Government promotes an image of Denmark as a staunch champion of liberal democracy, pledging in the opening lines that: “We must fight for the values and freedoms on which our society is built. We want a world with more democracy and freedom, including more freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion”.1 However, these goals are not translated into clear foreign policy guidelines either generally or in the context of China in particular. In fact, China is only mentioned twice throughout the 25-page strategy: a brief general point about China’s growing importance in the international system;2 and a more specific observation that “Denmark has a strong and broad-based engagement… [and a] ‘comprehensive strategic partnership’ with China. The experiences from these efforts have been extremely positive”.3 All this gives the impression that the government is deliberately seeking to depoliticise Denmark’s relationship with China.

Quiet bilateral diplomacy

In practice, political values have long been reduced to a peripheral concern for Denmark in its relations with China. This change of attitude can be traced back to 1997, when Denmark was subjected to political and economic sanctions by the PRC for sponsoring a resolution critical of China in the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC).4 With little appetite to draw the ire of the Chinese Government again, successive Danish governments have generally enjoyed broad bipartisan support for their “discreet diplomacy” vis-à-vis China. Only the right wing populist Danish People’s Party has repeatedly raised China-critical questions in the Danish Parliament, sometimes with the support of the far left.5 This discreet diplomacy can be described as non-public exchanges of well-known views on sensitive political issues that take place during high-level meetings as a pre-scripted prelude to more important and substantive issues.6

2 Ibid., p. 7.
3 Ibid., p. 21.
In the words of a former Danish Foreign Minister, Kristian Jensen, “I do not believe in megaphone diplomacy, where you end up shouting at each other. I’m sure that the Chinese side will be well aware of our position on human rights by the end of our meeting. But I’ll reserve this for the direct dialogue with my Chinese colleagues.” While sensitive issues are thus dealt with in a discreet and non-consequential manner, less sensitive human rights-related issues such as rules of criminal procedure and the rights of domestic migrants in China are addressed more directly and substantively by the Danish Government.

The overall guidelines for conducting the bilateral dialogue with the PRC on sensitive political issues are derived from three different sources. Most importantly, over the years the Danish Parliament has passed a number of legally binding motions committing the government to raise sensitive issues such as Falun Gong (2018), organ transplants (2016), human rights (2013), and Tibet (2010) during ministerial meetings with Chinese counterparts. Ministers must also report back on the results of this dialogue to the Foreign Relations Committee in parliament after each high level visit to or from China. Moreover, the Comprehensive Strategic Partnership agreement of 2008 stipulates that the two countries “place value on the exchanges and cooperation on human rights” and that they will take unspecified “concrete steps”. Finally, Denmark together with its EU partners have collectively vowed to address human rights issues bilaterally with China.

Outsourcing the dialogue

Apart from this bilateral dialogue with the PRC, the Danish Government mainly relies on two further actors to address sensitive political issues. First, since the mid-1990s, the Danish Government has opted to multilateralise the human rights dialogue, using the annual EU-China dialogue mechanism to jointly raise sensitive issues and sending Danish observers to the dialogue while also helping to prepare the dialogue by providing input from a Danish perspective. Indeed, the Danish Government frequently cites the EU-China dialogue as a way of fending off domestic criticism of its unwillingness to publicly criticise China. With the exception of Danish support for a US-sponsored resolution in the UNHRC in March 2016, the Danish Government has generally kept a low profile in other multilateral forums or regarding ad-hoc initiatives to criticise China over human rights issues. For instance, Denmark was not among the seven EU member states to sign a letter to the Chinese Government in 2017 expressing strong concern about the deteriorating human rights situation in China. Second, since 1999 the Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR), an independent state-funded institution, has carried out a practice-oriented human rights dialogue and teaching programme in partnership with Chinese universities, research centres and law firms. Coordinated with the Danish Ministry for Foreign Affairs but administered by the DIHR, this dialogue and teaching programme has primarily focused on the rules of criminal procedure, the rights of migrant workers and environmental protection – areas that have allegedly seen some progress in recent years. Following a recent tightening of Chinese rules on foreign NGOs, the work of the DIHR was put on hold in 2017, but the institute expects to be fully operational again by the end of 2018.

Trends and drivers

Over the past decade, harmonious bilateral relations have only been seriously upset once, when Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen hosted a semi-official visit to Copenhagen by the Dalai Lama in 2009. This prompted China to immediately freeze bilateral relations until the Danish Government published
a verbal note stating that Denmark “opposes Tibetan independence”. This was quite a humiliating clarification of Denmark’s official position, given decades of deliberate ambiguity in this regard and the widespread unofficial support for the Tibetan cause in Denmark.16 Since then, successive Danish governments have been extremely cautious about provoking China, as clearly demonstrated in 2012 during China’s first-ever state visit to Denmark by the then-president, Hu Jintao. On this occasion, the police authorities violated the Danish Constitution by actively preventing activists from displaying their pro-Tibet messages in front of Hu’s motorcade.17 The extent to which this constitutional breach was somehow orchestrated by a higher level of authority is still unclear, but is currently being re-investigated by a special investigatory commission.

Denmark’s softened stance on political issues that are deemed sensitive by the Chinese Government seems first and foremost to be motivated by economic concerns. Denmark has rapidly become one of the most China-oriented economies in the country, and more than 500 Danish companies currently operate in the country. Moreover, the deepening political relationship, based on an expansive list of bilateral memorandums of understanding, seems to make Danish Government representatives less willing to alienate their Chinese counterparts by confronting them on sensitive issues.18 Tellingly, the recently updated 55-page Joint Work Programme on upgrading the Comprehensive Strategic Partnership barely mentions human rights issues, apart from a brief reference to the work commissioned by the Danish Human Rights Institute.19 Finally, fear of being subjected to yet another political and/or economic boycott by the PRC, similar to those of 2009 and 1997, undoubtedly has a “disciplining effect” on the Danish Government.

China’s lack of ideological influence on Denmark

While the Danish Government has adopted an increasingly pragmatic China policy to avoid confrontation on sensitive political issues, there is no evidence that China has had any ideological influence on Denmark. On the contrary, China’s political development is largely negatively portrayed in the mainstream Danish media, as domestic scholars, NGOs and commentators emphasize the authoritarian and repressive nature of the Chinese regime. A case in point is the amendment of the Chinese Constitution in February 2018 to abolish presidential term limits, which received highly negative press coverage in Denmark right across the political spectrum.20 Even the Secretary General of the Sino-Danish Business Forum recently struck a note of caution about China’s political development.21 However, Danish domestic actors with a vested interest in China, such as the business community, generally tend to ignore the political aspects of China’s development or to avoid making any moral judgement.

Rather than having any positive reputational effects in Denmark, Chinese influence attempts have backfired in at least two cases that have recently attracted public attention. In August 2017, the Chinese Embassy in Copenhagen put pressure on the Royal Danish Theatre, urging it behind the scenes not to host a show by a Falun Gong-associated dance company.22 In addition, back in 2013 the Copenhagen International Documentary Festival was subject to strong pressure from the Chinese Embassy to remove certain films about China from its official programme.23 These revelations prompted a strong reaction from both commentators and opposition politicians. Similar Chinese influence attempts have been documented by the Tibet Special Investigatory Commission (see above), such as several requests from the Chinese Embassy in Copenhagen that senior Chinese Government officials should not be exposed to pro-Tibet demonstrators.

12 See e.g. the answer by the Danish Foreign Minister, Anders Samuelsen, during a parliamentary debate, Folketinget, Besvarelse fra udenrigsminister Anders Samuelsen under Folketingstidende, 5 April 2018, http://www.folkeretsdokr.dk/RLpdf/samling/20171/folketingstidende/M77/20171_M77 hele Moodlepdf#nameddest=F20
During their visits to Copenhagen.24 Looking ahead, if China starts to assert its political interests more actively or openly in Denmark, the almost two decade-long bipartisan consensus on Denmark’s pragmatic China policy could eventually fall apart. Indeed, a highly China-skeptical public opinion in Denmark might make it tempting for Danish politicians to politicise Denmark’s relationship with China once again.25
Political values in France-China relations, 2018: The start of a policy shift under Emmanuel Macron

Alice Ekman, French Institute of International Relations (Ifri)

Abstract

Official visits by French representatives to China often raise questions in the French media and among the general public about the issue of human rights. Two types of question are usually raised: questions about the political willingness of the French Government to actually raise the issue with its Chinese counterparts, and questions about the efficiency of French methods. Is megaphone diplomacy really counterproductive? Why are human rights issues not raised more openly and directly? Have legal and human rights dialogues with China been of any use thus far? If these questions remain open, recent evolutions of China’s domestic political context as well as France’s renewed commitment to stand for democratic values globally is progressively leading to a conceptual and methodological readjustment of France-China relations.

The French Government’s approach to China must be understood within President Emmanuel Macron’s broader foreign policy framework. Since his election in May 2017, Macron has promoted - in comparison with former presidents Nicolas Sarkozy and François Hollande – a broader approach to political values that includes a defence of universal human rights. This can be summarised as, first, a pro-European Union (EU) stance with a strong commitment to preserving the values traditionally seen as the core of the EU project – democracy, human rights, freedom, equality and the rule of law1 – as well as opposition to decisions taken by the governments of some EU member states, such as Poland and Hungary, that are perceived as non-democratic in some respects. This translates into French support for the development of a more coordinated China policy at the EU level, including on the issue of the defence of democratic values.

Second, a philosophical framing of French foreign policy that includes consideration of the role of the individual in the state and society. It is through this universal approach that the President raises the issue, more or less directly, of individual freedom and human rights in number of countries including China. In a speech during his state visit to China in January 2018 he included a philosophical consideration of the definition of a human being that emphasised the diversity of individuals.2

Third, a global approach to democracy. Emmanuel Macron has publicly expressed on several occasions3 the urgency and importance of preserving democracy in Europe and the world against not only national or European threats, but also external threats at a time of increasing competition between models of governance around the world. Among these threats, he has identified first and foremost Daesh and terrorism, but also authoritarian countries that are keen to promote – in developing countries in particular – a model of governance that differs from the democratic. The French President is increasingly clear about his willingness to counter authoritarian influences in Europe and beyond.

1 See Macron’s speech at the European Parliament, Brussels, 17 April 2018.
2 See Macron’s speech during his first state visit to China, Xi’an, January 2018.
3 See Macron’s speech at the US Congress, Washington, DC, 25 April 2018.
A re-emerging role for political values in France’s China policy

In this context, China is increasingly perceived by the French Government as a threat to democracy, and Macron has called on democracies to fight for their status and the predominance of the “international liberal order”. Macron hopes to promote a new pro-democratic offensive around the world with France as one of its legitimate leaders, given its history of revolutions, enlightenment philosophers and Humanism, as well as the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 1789. This ambition appears explicitly in his recent speeches. Such an ambition, and the overall willingness of the current Presidency to promote not only French economic and security interests but also French political values, is likely to affect relations with China in the coming years, and in particular the interactions between the two countries in multilateral settings. A more concrete and offensive multilateral policymaking agenda could unfold at a time when France’s diplomacy is consolidating its commitment to an “Indo-Pacific strategy” and the preservation of the “international liberal order”. At the bilateral level, official visits are likely to continue to address first and foremost economic cooperation as usual. But human rights issues may affect bilateral relations on a case-by-case basis, related to specific events that may arise on both the Chinese and French territories. And the most recent speeches by the French presidency indicate a clearer promotion of universal values in general terms at both bilateral and multilateral levels. If a clear policy shift has not been noticed thus far, it is partly due to the fact that France’s China policy under Macron, and the Indo-Pacific strategy more broadly, are at the early stages of development and currently unfolding one step at a time.

An updated official assessment of China’s domestic context

A clearer policy shift might also emerge as there is a general acknowledgment among French officials that political control has been reinforced significantly in China since the beginning of the Xi Jinping Presidency. In particular, French diplomacy has been confronted with specific cases affecting French actors on Chinese territory. Journalists have been expelled or had problems renewing their visas, the French media – such as Le Monde – have been facing total or partial censorship on the Chinese Internet and Chinese territory, and there have been questions about the consequences of the new NGOs law for French NGOs operating in China. The French Government is also increasingly being confronted with cases affecting Chinese nationals on French territory, such as questions about the forced repatriation of a Communist Party of China (CPC) cadre to China as part of the “fox hunt”, and questions about surveillance by the Chinese Government of the Uighur community in France, as well as of some other members of the Chinese community living in France. The French Government – along with the governments of other EU member states such as Germany – had called for Liu Xiaobo to be freed, and expressed its condolences and called for freedom of movement for his wife, Liu Xia, after the dissident died in February 2017.

The French authorities have so far adopted a case-by-case and fairly discreet approach to dealing with human rights issues in China. It regards “megaphone diplomacy” as counterproductive, and continues to follow the approach promoted by French diplomats under previous administrations, including the presidency of François Hollande (2012–17), which did not address human rights issues in public during presidential visits to China. This approach also includes French attempts to maintain a dialogue on law and justice with China, which has continued for a long time, albeit with only limited results and engagement.
by the Chinese side. Even within these attempts, the 2018 “high level dialogue on human exchange” – an annual bilateral civil society dialogue – had to be cancelled due to lack of commitment and participation by the Chinese side. As obstacles to dialogue persist and human rights cases accumulate, a more assertive and public position could emerge.

French public debate: mixed perceptions of China's political system and influence

Several China-related topics have fuelled and broadened the debate on political values in France. One is related to the notion of sharp power – and more specifically potential interference by states such as Russia or China in political elections. Although France does not seem to have been targeted by China as much as New Zealand or Australia have been in recent years, these cases have raised concerns and caused discussion in France, and potential Chinese political interference on French territory is followed more closely as a result.

Another topic that has generated significant media coverage and discussion in France is the recent constitutional amendment in China to remove presidential term limits. This move has not been commented on publicly by the French Government but has been negatively perceived by the majority of the French media and the general public, and has degraded the image of the Chinese leadership as a result.

If French diplomacy, the media and the general public tend to share a critical view of recent developments in China’s domestic politics, the French private sector appears much less critical. Members of the French business community, who are primarily interested in the economic opportunities that may arise in the Chinese market, sometimes express their admiration for what they perceive as the “effectiveness” of China’s long-term strategic planning as well as China’s economic achievements. This admiration is shared by some retired or active French political figures, whose opinions sometimes appear to contradict the current position of the French Government.

At the same time, during recent delegation visits to Paris, Chinese officials have not hesitated to underline the perceived challenges facing France as well as the political, economic, security, demographic and social weaknesses of Europe more generally, in contrast to China which, according to official communications, is faring much better. A communication strategy that emphasises the weaknesses of Europe is not new but has been strengthened in the past two years. It is framed by the CPC premise that “the Western world is being overwhelmed by populism”, as well as the CPC’s ambition to promote a post-Western world order.

At present, there is no evidence to indicate that such campaigns have led to a strengthened pro-China stance in France, or to a shift in France’s China policy, at least at the official level. On the contrary, the 19th Party Congress in October 2017 have led to an increased awareness among French actors based on the Chinese territory that political control is being strengthened, and that this new context needs to be taken into account and the bilateral relationship readjusted in accordance.

Alice Ekman, Head of China Research, Center for Asian Studies, French Institute of International Relations (Ifri), ekman@ifri.org.

10 French diplomacy has repeatedly addressed the issue of human rights in a discreet way. Lists of dissidents have been prepared and discussed behind closed doors, and French diplomats visit dissidents under house arrest in Beijing, among other things.
11 For instance, French lawyers were part of the Presidential delegation to China in January 2018 and for many years France has promoted judicial training programmes for Chinese lawyers.
12 Author interviews and informal exchanges, French diplomats, Paris, September–October 2018.
13 Author interviews and informal exchanges, Shanghai- and Beijing-based members of the French business community, February–October 2018.
14 For instance, throughout 2018, Chinese officials have underlined the migration issues facing Europe. In front of their French counterparts, they have also highlighted the “wave of populism” that, in their opinion, Europe is facing.
Have you seen our previous reports?

As China’s rise continues to shape and shake the course of international affairs, and Europe enters a new chapter in its collective history, Europe-China relations are becoming more relevant, but also much more complex.

Understanding these complexities requires a precise examination of the various state-level bilateral relationships and interests at play between China and the EU countries.

In 2015, we have published our first annual report mapping Europe-China relations by examining the essentials of EU member states’ bilateral relations with the People’s Republic of China. The report departs from the belief that more cohesive European policies can only be designed once the individual bilateral relations are properly understood.

The report is available for download free of charge from the websites of the network’s participating institutes.
Germany’s promotion of liberal values vis-à-vis China: Adapting to new realities in political relations

Lucrezia Poggetti and Kristin Shi-Kupfer, Mercator Institute for China Studies

Abstract

Germany faces the challenge of pursuing economic and strategic interests while maintaining its commitment to promote liberal values in its dealings with an ever more authoritarian China. Despite their limitations, Germany still mostly relies on formal dialogue and quiet diplomacy to promote human rights, the rule of law and other democratic principles vis-à-vis China. In addition, while some political and business leaders see China as a “systemic challenge” to liberal democracy, others openly praise the alternative that the Chinese political system and development model represent. The balancing of economic, strategic and values-based considerations in Germany’s discussions about China will contribute to determine how Berlin promotes liberal values vis-à-vis China in the years to come. If they want to address the long-term systemic challenge posed by China’s rise, political and business leaders will need to work together to ensure that commercial interests do not impede Germany’s promotion of liberal political values in the People’s Republic.

Germany’s foreign policy is strongly aligned with the principles underpinning the European Union (EU) and its external action: strengthening democracy, the rule of law and human rights worldwide as well as the rules-based international order. Historical legacies resulted in Germany’s moral obligation to promote liberal democratic values in its internal and external policies. Germany also sees these values in terms of its own political interest, viewing them as a basis for long-term peace and development.

In its relations with China, upholding the above-mentioned principles is complicated by Germany’s need to cooperate with Beijing on economic and strategic issues. China has been Germany’s largest trading partner since 2016. In addition, in the face of shifting transatlantic relations, Germany is putting greater emphasis on cooperation with China on global governance issues, from protecting the World Trade Organization (WTO) to fighting climate change. Hence, a debate among German policymakers about how to balance economic, strategic and values-based considerations is intensifying.

More recently, this debate has been increasingly informed by a general sense among German political elites that China will not become ‘like us’, that is, adopt western liberal democratic values. This view is in striking contrast with the 2002 Foreign Office East Asia Concept (the latest concept made publicly available by the Federal Foreign Office), which states that the German Government would support “China’s transition to an open society based upon the rule of law and the respect for human rights”. It is noteworthy that this concept was drafted only one year after China’s accession to the WTO, which nurtured hopes that political liberalisation would follow economic reform. While domestic developments in China in the areas of human rights and the rule of law are discouraging, their improvement and strengthening remain key objectives of the German Government.


Despite their limitations, Germany still mostly relies on formal dialogue and quiet diplomacy to promote liberal political values in China

Frequent political contact and dense economic relations give Germany some leverage to address values-related issues vis-à-vis Beijing. The German Government relies on a combination of relatively strong public rhetoric and behind-closed-doors diplomacy to promote liberal values in China.

Germany and China have held annual intergovernmental consultations since 2011. Over 80 official dialogues have also been conducted during this period. Of the latter, those most directly related to political values are the German-Chinese High-level Rule of Law, Human Rights, Media and People-to-People (civil society) dialogues. These formats facilitate the establishment of cooperation projects, such as legal training. They also complement regular reminders of China’s human rights shortcomings by German politicians and officials, and Chancellor Angela Merkel’s own commitment to meet the families of jailed human rights defenders during her visits to China.

This type of pressure has thus far positively contributed to the release of a number of Chinese human rights defenders. The release of Liu Xia – the widow of the late Nobel Peace Prize winner, Liu Xiaobo – and her move to Germany in July 2018 is a case in point.

However, this approach does not address the broader deterioration in the human rights situation and regression in the rule of law, which is exemplified by the fact that an estimated one million Muslims in Xinjiang have been sent to internment camps. The arrest of the pro-democracy activist, Qin Yongming, one day after Liu Xia’s release also shows the limits of this approach.

Nevertheless, cases like Liu Xia’s give German officials some confidence in quiet diplomacy. By contrast, they increasingly see high-level dialogues as limited and lacking substantive discussions. This has led some policymakers to question whether the continuation of such formats is worthwhile and seek alternative ways to promote liberal values in China.

Political and business leaders see China as a ‘systemic challenge’ to liberal democracy

Some German political and business elites increasingly describe China’s authoritarian system as a ‘systemic challenge’ to liberal democracy. This view is well summarised in the words of former Foreign Minister Sigmar Gabriel. In a speech at the Munich Security Conference in February 2018, he warned that “China is developing a comprehensive systemic alternative to the Western model that, in contrast to our own, is not founded on freedom, democracy and individual human rights”. This view has been bolstered by the President of the German Parliament, Wolfgang Schäuble, and other members of parliament.

Some business representatives have also started to talk about a ‘Cold War of two economic systems’. In January 2019, the Federation of German Industries (BDI) will publish a position paper that addresses China as a partner, but also a ‘systemic competitor’. Occasionally, they also voice their frustration with authoritarian developments in China. In 2017, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) announced its intention to start installing party cells in foreign enterprises operating in China. This led German industry representatives to warn that some firms might reduce their activity in the Chinese market. At the same time, however, German political and business interests sometimes diverge significantly. This makes it harder for German politicians who wish to


Charlotte Gao, “Was Merkels visit to China successful?”, The Diplomat, 29 May 2018, https://thediplomat.com/2018/05/was-merkels-visit-to-china-successful.


At the latest state-level media dialogue, Chinese journalists often shifted away from media-related topics to promote the party line on the BRI or other economic and political issues important to the CCP leadership. Didi Tatlow, “German-China media dialogue: Some connections amid fundamental differences”, MERICS Blog, 9 May 2018, https://www.merics.org/en/blog/german-chinese-media-dialogue-some-connections-amid-fundamental-differences.


counter the geostrategic goals of China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), for example, to negotiate common positions with business leaders who, by contrast, want to increase cooperation with China on the BRI in order to harness business opportunities. Shortly after Gabriel warned that the BRI is “an attempt to establish a comprehensive system to shape the world according to China’s interests”

German political elites are also worried about China’s influence over decision making in Europe and its neighbourhood, and the possible impact on EU integration and the EU’s ability to cohesively uphold international law and human rights vis-à-vis China. They also worry about the erosion of EU standards and norms, particularly in EU candidate countries that are not yet bound by EU legislation and which are signing deals with China. Chancellor Merkel has warned EU candidate countries against acceding to the political demands attached to Chinese money and called on EU member states to maintain a unified China policy. Germany’s Foreign Minister, Heiko Maas, has recently reiterated the need to counter China’s influence in the Western Balkans.

From wariness to support: the spectrum of opinion on China is widening

Amid scepticism about Chinese initiatives in Europe, there is also some degree of admiration or even support within Germany for the systemic alternative represented by China. So far, this has not corroded Germany’s resilient democratic system, however, or translated into concrete policies. Nonetheless, it is useful to take note of different domestic actors’ views on China in order to understand how Germany’s China policy might evolve in the years to come, with implications for the promotion of liberal values in Germany’s internal and external policies.

For example, the far-right political party Alternative for Germany (AfD) recently announced, in the words of the spokesperson for its co-leader, Alice Weidel, that Germany should learn from China’s development strategy in third countries (e.g. in Africa) by downplaying “politically correct measures” on, for example, good governance and focusing instead on investment opportunities for German companies. While it is difficult to discern whether such statements are informed by genuine admiration for the Chinese model, or just aimed at challenging the ruling group, such words by elected parliamentarians should not be overlooked. This adds to various cases of retired politicians or former ministers reportedly recruited by Chinese party-state organisations to act as China spokespersons in German policy circles. Although currently irrelevant politically, a minor political party, BüSo, is already offering unconditional support for China inside Germany.

At the same time, Beijing’s violation of democratic values in Germany have also backfired. The last notable outcry linked to German public opinion on China was a call to boycott the 2008 Beijing Olympics in response to a crackdown by the Chinese Government in Tibet. Recent examples of China’s infringement of free speech in Germany also raised eyebrows, most notably after Daimler publicly apologised to the Chinese Government for quoting the Dalai Lama in a Mercedes-Benz advertisement, or when Chinese football players halted a friendly game in Mainz to protest against the presence of free-Tibet activists in the crowd.

German intelligence is also increasingly aware of Chinese attempts to silence critics within Germany. In 2017, China warned Weimar City Council against awarding its annual human rights prize to Uighur activist Ilham Tohti. Hackers
subsequently removed online content related to the prize from the city council’s website. This is in addition to revelations about Chinese agents’ espionage activities such as information-gathering through fake LinkedIn accounts and bribes to German parliamentarians.

Outlook: Ways ahead for Germany’s China policy

The role of political values in Germany’s China policy in the years to come will depend on a number of factors, including: (a) the commitment of the next Chancellor; (b) public and official perceptions of China, which could increase—or reduce—the pressure on the German Government to emphasize the importance of liberal values beyond words and quiet diplomacy; and (c) the outcome of internal and external debates about whether Germany should play a greater role in international and European politics.

In the short term, economic interests are likely to continue driving German foreign policy on China. As these have started to diverge, sometimes considerably, from strategic and values-based considerations, German policymakers will need to incorporate political values more frequently into their discussions about China. While promoting business interests is key to bringing economic benefits to Germany, if they want to address the long-term systemic challenge posed by China’s rise, political and business leaders will need to work together to ensure that commercial interests do not impede the promotion of liberal political values in China.

Lucrezia Poggetti, Research Associate, Mercator Institute for China Studies, lucrezia.poggetti@merics.de.
Kristin Shi-Kupfer, Director of the Research Area on Public Policy and Society, Mercator Institute for China Studies, Kristin.shi-kupfer@merics.de.
Sino-Greek relations: Marked by values or opportunism?

Plamen Tonchev, Institute of International Economic Relations

Abstract

The impressive rapprochement between Athens and Beijing should be judged in the context of the ongoing crisis in Greece. The decade-long socio-economic and political turmoil in the country has clearly weakened the commitment of Greece to core European Union (EU) values. In addition, Greece's stance vis-à-vis China is conditioned by two more key factors: an expectation that the Asian giant will help the country's economy to stand on its own feet once again; and a deliberate choice by the current government to demonstrate to its western partners and creditors that Greece has a powerful ally as an alternative to the EU. Values play only a limited role, if any, in this gambit.

Over the past decade, Greece's support for liberal political values and the European Union (EU) has suffered from the consequences of the severe fiscal and socio-economic crisis, which has drastically reconfigured the country's economy and politics. Over the past nine years, Greece has had five general elections, four different governments and two caretaker prime ministers. Since May 2010, the country has been forced to accept massive financial support through three bailout agreements in return for painful belt-tightening and sweeping structural reforms. Frustration and resentment have permeated every fibre of Greek society and affected the country's attitude towards fundamental political values.

The January 2015 general election was won by the Radical Left Coalition, Syriza, which formed a government with an unlikely partner, the right-of-centre and xenophobic Independent Greeks (Anel). Golden Dawn, a far-right, neo-Nazi group, became the third largest party in Parliament. The entire political spectrum went topsy-turvy and the democratic ethos of society was dealt a heavy blow. Deep-rooted certainties were put to the test and long-held political values shaken to the core.

With regard to international relations, the perceptions of Greece's friends and foes have also changed dramatically. In the first six months of its term of office, the cabinet led by Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras appeared bent on a headlong collision with the country's international creditors, which were persistently dubbed 'neoliberal' in Greece. Although it later made a U-turn on all of its populist pledges, the Syriza-Anel government fuelled fierce, and at times heinous, anti-European rhetoric. Against this backdrop, and in a quest for alternatives to the much-vilified EU, Greece pursued closer ties with China, as well as other illiberal states such as Russia, Iran and even Venezuela.

A Sino-Greek romance?

Before Syriza came to power in 2015, its activists protested vehemently against the 2008 concession agreement between the then government and the Chinese shipping conglomerate COSCO, which took over a large part of the Piraeus seaport. When COSCO won a second bid for a majority stake in the Piraeus Port Authority in early 2016, the Syriza-Anel administration again had misgivings about relinquishing state control over such a strategically important asset. Nonetheless, the deal passed through parliament a few months later. Since then, Tsipras has travelled to China twice and developed an impressively friendly rapport with the Chinese government. This includes the provision of support to China on certain high-profile political issues.
Greece’s conspicuous overtures to Beijing not only reflect the corrosion of the country’s commitment to liberal political values, but also undermine the EU’s ability to maintain a principled position vis-à-vis China. Thus, a few days after Tsipras’ first visit to China in July 2016, his government backed Beijing over the South China Sea dispute in the wake of the ruling by the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague. In May 2017, Alexis Tsipras was one of only five EU leaders to attend the Belt & Road Forum, an event actively promoted by the President of China, Xi Jinping. A month later, Greece blocked the annual EU statement on human rights in China, causing fury in many western capitals.\(^1\)

In June 2018, Alexis Tsipras stated that Greece was willing to join the 16+1 platform, which is seen by EU institutions and some EU member states as a Chinese ‘divide and rule’ strategy towards the European Union. Although this plan has not materialised to date, Greece retains its observer status. Yet, in August 2018 the foreign ministers of Greece and China signed a Memorandum of Understanding to advance Beijing’s flagship Belt and Road Initiative.\(^2\)

These ever-closer relations between the two countries have given rise to speculation about where the Sino-Greek romance is heading. This stance of the Greek government is regarded by some western onlookers as ‘Trojan horse’ behaviour, dictated by China in return for investment in the cash-strapped Greek economy.\(^3\) This only serves to confirm the image of Greece as a strategic ally that China has projected on various occasions, including at the highest possible level.\(^4\) Nonetheless, while it is true that Greece badly needs foreign investment, including Chinese investment, this is not the whole story. In fact, the value of Chinese investment projects to date is a tiny fraction of the huge investment gap that the Greek economy is facing.\(^5\)

A lukewarm romance

Could it be that this romance is anchored in an affinity with China’s economic model and governance template, or a set of shared values between the two nations? There is no clear answer to this question, as China is viewed in Greece through different lenses by different stakeholders.

Sino-Greek relations under the Tsipras government may be both ostentatious and substantive. They are meant to demonstrate to Greece’s international creditors that the country is not isolated. It might also be that while the country certainly needs foreign capital, the Syriza-Anel government is more comfortable with China’s style of state capitalism than with private-sector corporations investing in Greece.

In principle, Greek enterprises take a positive view of the Chinese presence, in the hope that an influx of foreign investment capital will generate business opportunities. Long addicted to public procurement contracts, which have now slowed to a trickle, and strangled by the capital controls that have been in place since July 2015, most Greek businesses find themselves in a tight spot. Many have shut down while others have moved abroad.

The general public is confused. Greek citizens appear to support closer relations with China, albeit to varying degrees, in three major areas: cultural ties (87.5%), economic cooperation (83.5%) and political relations (71.1%). At the same time, a majority of Greek citizens polled have a negative view of China’s democracy (60.7%) and its respect for human rights (62.4%).\(^6\) This glaring contradiction illustrates the significance Greeks attach to economic recovery and political support for the country, even if this is at the expense of upholding traditional European values.

Media coverage of China, in terms of both content and tone, is slightly more negative than positive, but not adversarial.\(^7\) The media outlets monitored by the Institute of International Economic Relations (IIER) offer their readers fairly
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objective and wide-ranging content on China, even if there is a degree of China-friendly slant among some pro-government media. Once again, this pro-China tone can be attributed to either a willingness to portray Beijing as an alternative to ‘neoliberal’ Berlin and Brussels or a hope that economic cooperation between the two countries will help Greece crawl out of its protracted slump.

The same IIER report identifies a gap between Greek society and the Greek government as far as perceptions of China are concerned. The fact that Greek citizens are no fans of the Chinese governance model did not prevent the Greek government from blocking the 2017 statement by the EU on the state of human rights in China. The lack of vocal opposition to the Greek government’s decision could be explained by the fact that, still reeling from a gloomy decade, Greek society is much too pre-occupied with its own predicament, and its behaviour largely marked by apathy regarding developments in a country as remote as China.

The true story behind the Sino-Greek relationship

Sino-Greek relations do not seem to be predicated on any shared values between the two countries. Instead, since 2015 the political flirtation between Athens and Beijing has been more of a mix of an opportunistic and expectations-driven stance on the part of Greece, and a diplomatic gambit in the current government’s tense relations with the EU, than a deep-rooted and genuine relationship between the two countries. In fact, it can be seen as a give-and-take, or rather transactional, relationship.

A general election must be held in Greece by September 2019 at the latest. However, even if a new government is put in place, the Chinese presence in the country will remain strong and highly visible. New Democracy, the main opposition party, supported the initial overtures to China in the 2000s and considers the 2008 COSCO investment in Piraeus to be one of its most significant achievements. If it returns to power, it will probably seek to mend fences with the EU, but attracting foreign, including Chinese, investment will remain a top priority for the country.

However, it should not be taken for granted that Sino-Greek relations will develop on firm ground. Precisely because the nature of the relationship is not values-based, but essentially opportunistic on both sides, there is a risk that hubristic and persistently over-optimistic statements about the bright future for Sino-Greek relations may eventually lead to ‘China fatigue’ in Greece. The slump in the popularity of the EU across the country since 2010 suggests that this could happen to any other partner, including China. Therefore, unless the Athens-Beijing romance delivers tangible benefits, which are much-needed in Greece, generic pronouncements about the ‘strategic partnership’ between the two countries might start to ring hollow to Greek society and could backfire in the future.

Plamen Tonchev, Head of Asia Unit, Institute of International Economic Relations (IIER), plamengo@gmail.com.
Have you seen our previous reports?

As China elaborates on the design of its “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI), the place of Europe within this project is slowly but surely taking shape.

In 2016, we have published a report that provides a comparative perspective of the BRI as seen from various European Union member states. The Chinese leadership officially launched the BRI framework in autumn 2013, presenting it immediately as a key national concept and foreign policy priority for the years to come.

Core questions covered in the report are: Which BRI-related activities exist currently in the European host countries and at the EU level? What is China’s approach towards individual EU member states with regard to the BRI? What are the perceptions and reactions in individual European countries and at the EU level?

The report is available for download free of charge from the websites of the network’s participating institutes.
Absent political values in a pragmatic Hungarian China policy

Tamas Matura, Corvinus University of Budapest

Abstract

Hungary’s current China policy is focused mainly on pragmatic, business-related exchanges. Political values and principles do not play a significant role. The Hungarian Government sees the world as moving towards a more transactional time, in which the economy will become the main field of tension and competition. In such a period, making new and influential friends such as China could be very useful. However, there are also signs that the Hungarian leadership is ideologically attuned to illiberalism – both politically and economically – and sees a bright future for authoritarian states like China. While independent media outlets are aware of the debate over values in EU-China relations, the general public shows little interest in it.

Chinese-Hungarian relations have gone through remarkable developments in recent decades. In 1999, Hungary was one of the first countries to begin a bilateral dialogue mechanism on human rights with China. This initiative gradually disappeared off the agenda, however, and the consultation has not been convened since 2010. Having spent more than a decade preoccupied with reintegration into Europe, successive socialist administrations found China an important partner following the conclusion of Hungary’s accession to the European Union (EU) in May 2003. The main goal of Hungary’s China policy has been to enhance political relations in order to boost bilateral trade and the inflow of Chinese investment. Since 2010, the second, third and fourth administrations of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán have focused entirely on gaining economic and political advantage, while political and social values and principles are barely mentioned.

What role do political values play in Hungary’s China policy?

Viktor Orbán was once well known for his fierce anti-communist attitudes and liberal values. During his first term (1998–2002) he held an official meeting with the Dalai Lama in his office in 2000. Even though the Dalai Lama’s visit had no negative consequences for Hungary, a decade later Orbán became surprisingly pragmatic and established official party-to-party relations with the Communist Party of China in his role as the leader of Fidesz party. Following his return to power in 2010, he initiated the so-called Eastern Opening Policy in reaction to the economic crisis and to forge better economic relations with China. Orbán visited China in 2010, 2014 and 2015, and again in 2017 when the two governments elevated bilateral relations to the level of a comprehensive strategic partnership. Beyond economic relations, China became a potential political partner during Orbán’s second term (2010–14), when clashes with the EU led to the emergence of a political element to China-Hungary relations. Orbán seemingly decided to enhance political cooperation with the Chinese Government in the belief that Chinese support might provide political leverage in Hungary’s relations with the EU and Germany. Orbán has repeatedly used this potential cooperation with China as a threat or extortion in bilateral relations with other EU member states and the EU institutions, as for example when he told German business leaders: “If the European Union cannot provide financial support, we will turn...
to China”.\(^2\) In further evidence of the growing ideological importance of the Chinese political and economic model, Orbán has mentioned China several times as a good example of a successful ‘labour-based society’, and as an alternative to Western economies “based on speculation”:

“This...is the explanation for the fact that the most popular topic in thinking today is trying to understand how systems that are not Western, not liberal, not liberal democracies and perhaps not even democracies, can nevertheless make their nations successful. The stars of the international analysts today are Singapore, China, India, Russia and Turkey. [...] We want to organise a work-based society that, as I have just mentioned, undertakes the odium of stating that it is not liberal in character.”\(^3\)

It might be expected that China has become an important factor in Hungarian domestic politics, and opposition parties might try to denounce the government as pro-China or pro-communist. In fact, the opposite is true. Despite all the deep divisions in the Hungarian political arena, good Sino-Hungarian relations enjoy broad political consensus. None of the major parties publicly question the importance of China, and politically sensitive issues such as human rights, Tibet or autocratic tendencies are not part of the domestic political agenda. Prominent politicians in the opposition parties barely mention China at all in their public statements, and, unlike in some other countries, its increased political and economic presence has not triggered any alarm in Hungarian political circles or among the wider public. Critical commentary on Hungarian China policy currently exists only in independent media (see below).

Thanks to a major international research project, Chinfluence, there is sufficient data to analyse how China is depicted in the Hungarian media, how this picture is formed and by whom.\(^4\) The results prove that attitudes to China are mostly influenced by domestic political inclinations. Over the past seven years, Hungarian media coverage of China has been highly pragmatic and value-free. Most of the articles and thus the public discourse analysed have focused on the general economic situation in China, its role in world politics and economics, and the development of Hungarian-Chinese relations. Topics such as human rights, Tibet, the Dalai Lama or the protection of intellectual property rights were barely mentioned in the period 2010–2017. The topics ‘Chinese economy’, ‘China and the world’ and ‘Hungarian economic relations with China’ were by far the most frequently mentioned, while ‘censorship’, ‘Tibet’ and ‘Uighurs’ had almost zero impact.

In sum, the EU’s political values play virtually no role in Hungary’s China Policy while the Hungarian Government is more apt to build on the values it perceives that it has in common with China. In sharp contrast to the EU, which explicitly strives to actively promote liberal values by means of its foreign policies, Orbán rejects the universal validity of political and economic principles and advocates the principle of sovereign non-interference:

“We believe that each nation has its own character, and that this is embodied in specific and unique political systems. [...] The Chinese political system is a matter for the Chinese people, just as the Hungarian political system is a matter for the Hungarian people. No one has the right to interfere with this by adopting the role of a kind of self-appointed judge.”\(^5\)

Hence, the Hungarian Government has adopted a highly critical stance on the EU’s China policy.
The image of China in Hungary

Despite the cross-party political consensus on the importance of China, domestic political divisions still have an impact on the image of China itself. Media outlets believed to be close to the government carry mostly positive reports about China while independent or opposition media sources publish more critical comments, for instance, harsh criticism of the Belgrade-Budapest railway project. However, the main aim is to criticize the Hungarian Government's China policy, not necessarily China itself. Since 2010, this criticism has been increasing consistently, which could be explained by the lack of economic successes in China-Hungary relations but almost certainly not by the strengthening of authoritarian tendencies inside China. For example, the mainstream media hardly reported the abolition of presidential term limits in China, which centralized authoritarian power in the hands of Xi Jinping. The independent press, however, did make some critical comments.

The people with the most influence over the public discourse on China in Hungary are politicians and journalists. Even when it comes to politicians, however, only a small circle has had any impact on the discourse. For obvious reasons, the Foreign Minister and the Prime Minister occupy the top two positions with by far the highest numbers of citations, followed by various government officials and the President of the Hungarian National Bank. One of the most striking findings is the total lack of comments on China from opposition politicians among the several dozen most important opinion formers. Comments were made only by members of the governing Fidesz Party – the group of politicians with the most favourable attitude to China. This is in accordance with the above-mentioned findings that China is not a major concern for the political parties or the public, and that the majority of the population and most politicians agree with current developments and the current focus of bilateral relations.

In the light of Hungary’s fairly cooperative approach to China, the Chinese Government has not sought to directly influence or actively intervene in the domestic debate in order to change public perceptions. Confucius Institutes have been set up but are not influential beyond university circles and do not reach out to the wider public.

China’s reluctance to target the Hungarian public may have contributed to the fact that China does not enjoy a favourable position in public opinion surveys. According to a Eurobarometer survey in December 2017, only 40 per cent of Hungarians have a positive view about China, while 50 per cent have negative feelings. A similar survey by the Center for Insights in Survey Research concluded that only 25 per cent of Hungarians agreed that maintaining strong relations with China serves the interests of the country, while 32 per cent disagreed. This was the lowest share among the Visegrad countries and is more or less in line with the findings of the Budapest-based China-CEE Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Its research suggests that just 35 per cent of Hungarians consider the relationship between Hungary and China to be either close or very close. At the same time, two-thirds of the population have a high regard for the EU and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, and are concerned about the polarisation of domestic politics and high levels of corruption, as well as the style of government in Russia.

The Hungarian public is not resistant to the question of political values and principles in general but due to the absence of a domestic public discourse or debate about China, it seems that few mind whether such values are represented in the country’s policies on China. The findings of the above-mentioned media
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6 For further details see www.chinfluence.eu.
7 European Commission, Special Eurobarometer, 467, December 2017, p. 81.
9 Chen Xin (ed.), How the CEE citizens view China’s development, 2018, Budapest, China-CEE Institute, p. 15.
content analysis provide evidence of this attitude, as most of the articles found focused on the general economic situation in China, its role in world politics and economics, and the development of Hungarian-Chinese relations. Meanwhile, values-based topics such as human rights, democracy, Tibet, the Dalai Lama or the protection of intellectual property rights were hardly mentioned. It is hard to decide whether such a carefree attitude is based on pure pragmatism – that “Chinese affairs are none of our business” – or the lack of information about such matters.

In sum, the discourse on China in Hungary is mostly one-dimensional, focused overwhelmingly on economic data and the development of bilateral relations. The view of Hungarian-Chinese relations in the media is strongly influenced by the political outlook of the media source concerned and its attitude to the government. It is also noteworthy that the Hungarian media discourse is mostly materialistic, focused mainly on economics and potential financial opportunities and risks, while topics such as political values, human rights, minorities or democracy are almost completely absent from the agenda. The same applies to the political discourse in the country, in which China itself is not high up the agenda, while European values on China policy are totally irrelevant and invisible.


Tamas Matura, Assistant Professor, Corvinus University of Budapest, tamas.matura@gmail.com.
Political values in Italy’s China policy: A “constructive approach”

Nicola Casarini, Lorenzo Mariani and Fabio Angiolillo, Istituto Affari Internazionali

Abstract

Italy has adopted a “constructive” approach to China that denounces violations of democracy, human dignity, human rights, freedom, equality and the rule of law inside China without jeopardising its economic ties with the Asian giant. Successive Italian governments have tended to pay particular attention to international political values such as multilateralism, open markets and the rules-based trading system, since Italy is heavily dependent on exports and open access to resources for its well-being. The current Italian Government takes a nationalist approach aimed at safeguarding Italy’s small and medium-sized enterprises and Italy’s manufacturing industry from unfair competition, but it also wants to attract Chinese capital and to reposition Italy as the end-point of the Belt and Road Initiative. This could lead the Italian Government to scrap the previous administration’s efforts to limit Chinese investment in strategic sectors. At the same time, the critical views on China that are shared by the majority of the Italian population could seep into the decision-making process of the populist government, tipping the balance in favour of a more principled China policy.

Italy shares the commitment of the European Union (EU) to a number of basic political values: democracy, human dignity, human rights, freedom, equality and the rule of law. Successive Italian governments have succeeded in promoting these values at various times, while on other occasions, depending on the identity of the ruling coalition, these same values have been overshadowed by commercial considerations or geopolitical interests.

The approach adopted by the range of Italian administrations since the early 1990s – after the Tiananmen Square crackdown on students by the People’s Liberation Army and when China’s economic emergence began in earnest – can be broadly defined as ‘constructive’, that is, an approach that acknowledges and denounces violations of basic political rights inside China but at the same time does not want to jeopardise economic ties with the Asian giant.

The role of the courts and parliament

It is possible to identify a number of important actions recently undertaken in Italy to counter various political decisions made by China in contravention of human rights. During the 17th legislature, the Italian Senate published two important documents on repression in Tibet, the persecution of Falun Gong and coercive organ harvesting.

On 18 December 2013, David Matas gave evidence to the Senate Commission for the Safeguarding and Promotion of Human Rights on coercive organ harvesting from executed prisoners and the repression of Falun Gong. The Commission recommended key steps to be implemented to enable improvement of the human rights situation in China. The Commission also showed its support for the release of Falun Gong practitioners, data collection on coercive organ harvesting and the prosecution of organ trafficking.\(^1\)

On 5 March 2014, Dicki Chhoyang provided details to the Commission of violations of human rights in Tibet. The Commission recommended that the Italian Government take action in seven key areas. In particular, it is worth noting

\(^1\) Senate of Italy, Risoluzione della Commissione Straordinaria per la tutela e la Promozione dei diritti umani, Doc. XXIV-ter n. 7, 5 March 2014, http://www.senato.it/service/PDF/PDFSer ve/BGT/750984.pdf.
the willingness to enhance the freedoms of speech, association and faith, deepen the EU-China dialogue on human rights and work closely with the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) on monitoring the human rights situation in Tibet.²

Finally, on 27 June 2018 the Court of Appeal in Perugia granted refugee status to two female members of the Church of Almighty God, a Chinese Christian religious movement, recognising them as victims of torture.³

**Balancing values and economic interests**

In recent years, successive Italian governments have become increasingly concerned about China’s international role and the fact that a more powerful – and at times assertive – China continues to be ruled by an authoritarian Communist Party with values and principles quite distinct from those of the West.

The most recent round of constitutional reform, in particular the extension of Xi Jinping’s powers as well as the tightening of control over civil society, coupled with China’s more assertive international role and unfair economic practices led Italy in February 2017 to join Germany and France in calling for an EU-wide investment screening mechanism. This is clearly aimed at blocking China’s state-owned enterprises from acquiring strategic assets – and thus political influence – across Europe.

In spite of criticism of China’s new Silk Roads in many European capitals, Italy’s then Prime Minister, Paolo Gentiloni, attended Xi Jinping’s High-level Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) Forum in Beijing in May 2017. He was the only Head of Government of an EU member state and of a G-7 country to do so. His decision to attend was at least in part intended to put Italy-China relations back on track after China had begun to reduce investment in Italy and boycott some Italian manufactured goods following the Italian Government’s refusal to grant China coveted Market Economy Status.¹ Italy had been the only EU member state to overtly deny such status. This perfectly describes the ‘dilemma’ that Italy’s differentiated strategy vis-à-vis China generates when it comes to balancing the need to promote national interests with the need to uphold core political values.

Italy’s China policy is currently conducted through an official bilateral mechanism established by the two sides in 2004. The Italy-China Government Committee (Comitato Governativo Italia-Cina) is an annual gathering co-chaired by the countries’ respective foreign ministers. An Action Plan adopted by the two sides during a visit to Beijing by Paolo Gentiloni in May 2017 gives priority to economic considerations and the rules-based global trading system.

**International political values**

Italy has tended to pay particular attention to international political values such as multilateralism, open markets and the rules-based trading system. For instance, the visit by Gentiloni to Beijing in May 2017 served to connect China and Italy around an agenda based on support for open trade and multilateralism – a clear message to counter the protectionist and unilateral policies of US President Donald J. Trump. The message was reiterated by Italy’s Economy and Finance Minister, Giovanni Tria, who visited China in August 2018 – his first official trip outside Europe – to boost Sino-Italian economic ties.

International political values are very important to a country like Italy, which depends heavily on exports and open access to resources for its well-being. For this reason, the main challenge from China is perceived to be an economic one, most notably the idea that China does not respect some of the basic rules and
values of the international trading system. This view is strengthened by China’s active industrial policy, which is turning the country into a low-cost competitor in high-tech industries. The rapid growth of skill-intensive imports from China represents a serious challenge for many Italian industrial sectors that are considered sensitive.

Italy’s firm approach to Chinese commercial practices finds support among Italian public opinion, which has over the years become highly critical of China. According to the Pew Research Center, 60 per cent of Italians perceive China unfavourably, the highest in all the Western countries, and more than 70 per cent believe that China does not respect personal freedoms. Such attitudes are likely to influence the political direction of the current government, which plays a so-called two-level game that seeks a convergence between society’s feelings and international relations practice in an effort to increase electoral support.

In the most recent electoral campaign, which elected a new parliament on 4 March 2018, the Northern League and the Five Star Movement – the two parties that currently form the coalition government in Rome – used anti-China rhetoric to attract “blue collar” voters and the impoverished middle class. For similar reasons, Italy has also led the campaign against relaxing the anti-dumping measures put in place against China.

Conclusion

The current Italian Government seems to have embraced the provision of mixed messages to China. On the one hand, the government takes a nationalist approach aimed at safeguarding Italy’s small and medium-sized enterprises and manufacturing industry from unfair competition. On the other hand, there is a keenness to attract Chinese capital and reposition Italy as the end-point of the BRI. This mixed policy is embodied in the recently created ‘China Task Force’ within the Ministry of Economic Development.

Italy’s current government seems to be intent on scrapping the previous administration’s efforts to limit Chinese investment in strategic sectors in favour of fostering relations with China. In this context, Italy may sign a memorandum of understanding on the BRI with China, becoming the first member of the G7 nations to do so. This attempt at reversing policy is led by Michele Geraci, Undersecretary of State at the Ministry for Economic Development, a member of Matteo Salvini’s Northern League.

However, Italy’s future approach to China may be more nuanced than is being reported in the media. Because of the peculiar composition of the government, it is likely to be more influenced than past administrations by Italian public opinion. The Five Star Movement – the dominant party in the current coalition – continues to adopt a bottom-up political strategy to Italian politics. Therefore, the critical views on China’s political system, which are shared by a majority of the Italian population, could seep into the decision-making process, provoking possible friction between economic necessities and political will. If this scenario plays out, it could tip the balance in favour of a more principled policy on China.

Nicola Casarini, Head of Research for Asia, Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI), n.casarini@iai.it.
Lorenzo Mariani, Researcher, Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI).
Fabio Angiolillo, Intern, Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI).

Have you seen our previous reports?

Chinese investments in Europe have surged in recent years, becoming both a source of hope and growing concern across the continent.

Foreign direct investment in the EU traced back to mainland China hit a record EUR 35 billion in 2016, compared with only EUR 1.6 billion in 2010. In a historic shift, the flow of Chinese direct investment into Europe has surpassed the declining flows of annual European direct investments into China.

In our report published in 2017, we bring together original analysis from 19 European countries to better understand these trends and their consequences for policy making and Europe-China relations, including at the bilateral, subregional and EU levels. As in all ETNC reports, it seeks to do so using a country-level approach.

The report is available for download free of charge from the websites of the network’s participating institutes.
Latvia: A Pragmatic Approach Without Making Significant Concessions to China

Una Aleksandra Bērziņa-Čerenkova and Māris Andžāns,
Latvian Institute of International Affairs, Rīga Stradiņš University

Abstract

Political values do not play a crucial role in Latvia’s relations with China. Latvia adheres to the political values set out in the basic documents of the European Union, but prefers to outsource human rights and other political values-related issues linked to relations with China to the EU level. Economic issues prevail over political values in relations with China, although there have been no significant concessions to China regarding such values. Nor are there any sympathies with the Chinese model of governance in Latvia, or the Chinese approach to the international law. Latvia has yet to experience direct pressure from China with regard to its own political values.

Apart from when China’s diplomatic representation was withdrawn from Latvia in 1992–1994 while Latvia established de facto diplomatic relations with Taiwan, there has been active political dialogue between the two countries. The respective heads of state and government have exchanged visits on a regular basis. While Latvian representatives have travelled to Beijing more often than their Chinese counterparts have travelled to Riga, the then President of China, Jiang Zemin, visited Riga in 2002.

In 2016 and the beginning of 2017 there was a series of high-profile visits to Latvia by senior Chinese officials, such as China’s Prime Minister, Li Keqiang, the then speaker of the National People’s Congress, Zhang Dejiang, and several ministers and deputy ministers, accompanied by business delegations. A factor behind this enhanced political dialogue was the 5th Meeting of the Heads of Government of Central and Eastern European Countries and China (the “16+1” Summit), which was held in Riga in November 2016, as well as its side events and related activities.

Like many countries, Latvia does its best to gain economically from its cooperation with China (as well as from other countries with economic potential). To a large extent, this has been the main driver behind Latvian interest in cooperation with China. China was ranked 12th among Latvia’s trading partners in 2017 but trade grew by almost 9.5 per cent (or €49.42 million) in 2017.

The role of political values in Latvian-Chinese relations

Latvia is far more advanced than China in terms of the state of democracy and the freedoms of its citizens. (Freedom House, for instance, ranks Latvia as “free” and China as “not free”.) Nonetheless, Latvia has not been active in promoting its political values in its relations with China.

One reason why Latvia is not vocal on territorial issues in Latvian-Sino relations is because of the unsettling experience it underwent of being forced to adjust its position on China’s territorial claims in the early 1990s. In January 1992, a Consulate General for Taiwan was established in Latvia, possibly motivated both by ideals of self-determination and the promise of Taiwanese funds. Latvian-Taiwanese government ties were active up until 1994, when the Taiwanese Consulate General was downgraded to the status of a “mission” and Latvia subsequently readopted a “One-China” policy.
In accordance with the EU’s approach, the Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs underlines the need for an EU human rights dialogue with China at the director-general level at least. As State Secretary Andrejs Pildegovičs confirmed, Latvia stresses freedom of speech and the importance of uncensored journalism, advocating that journalists and opinion formers should have wide access to China to be able to form their independent impressions: “We formulate a clear message to the Chinese media – we care about objective, comprehensive and independent information”.

Ojārs Ēriks Kalniņš, an experienced parliamentarian and Chair of the Latvian Parliament’s Foreign Affairs Committee, also made clear, however, that international political values and domestic values should remain separate:

“In Latvia, we look at China’s international role and for the most part do not see it as threatening or contradictory to our values, even though their internal values differ from ours. But China is not a part of the EU community. As long as their internal values are not applied to us internationally, we should not pass judgment on them. When it comes to issues like human rights, we share the EU position: We acknowledge that there are differences with China’s values, but we do not impose our views. Whether it is Tibet or other issues, we just let it be known what our differences are. We have to prioritize and the economy takes precedence over these issues, especially if we have no influence over them.”

Actors addressing values-based issues with regard to China

Business representatives, the Ministry of Transport, the Economics Ministry and others actively promote friendly relations with China and call for a pragmatic approach that avoids raising issues that would harm economic relations. The major actors addressing values-based issues are NGOs, think tanks and various civil society groups. Falun Dafa activists, for example, are known for their weekly silent demonstrations outside the Chinese Embassy and their active physical and online presence at China-related events.

Less partisan opinions on China are occasionally expressed in parliament, since its members are able to speak and act based on their personal beliefs. There is, for example, a parliamentary group that presses for cooperation with the Taiwanese Parliament. There is also a support group for Tibet, which has been vocal at times. In 2008 it drafted a letter to China’s leaders expressing support for human rights in Tibet. None of the political parties, however, even among the opposition, has an outspoken stance that challenges China on issues such as the state of human rights.

A visible values-related issue between Latvia and China is the annual visit to Riga and public lecture by the Dalai Lama. China’s concerns mean that there have been no government-level meetings with the Dalai Lama in the recent years. Officially, it is claimed that these visits are linked to Buddhism and Tibetan culture, and that therefore, in accordance with national and EU values and norms, Latvia cannot and does not limit freedom of movement, assembly and religious belief. As Ojārs Ėriks Kalniņš puts it, actions in support of the above-mentioned issues “have raised awareness, but it has not changed policy. It adds an item to the list of topics to be discussed.”

The role of Chinese political values in Latvia

On the role of Chinese political values in Latvia, there has been no discernible shift towards advocacy of the “China model”. Among those who follow developments in China, the decision to remove presidential term limits from the
Chinese Constitution was perceived as an alarming sign of the concentration of power, but not as having any impact on political values in Latvia. As Ojārs Ėrīks Kaļniņš noted, Latvia’s political elite perceived this development, “with concern – only because it seems to be a trend in many countries around the world, where democracy is being inhibited”. He emphasised, however, that this remains a topic for Chinese domestic policy, while expressing the hope that the opinion of the majority of Chinese people was taken into account when the decision was made.  

Apart from the assertive One-China message on the diplomatic agenda, there is no evidence to suggest that China has ever had any substantive influence on Latvian opinion regarding political values. As has been the case elsewhere in the world, China has sought to increase its soft power in Latvia by opening institutions such as the Confucius Institute at the University of Latvia in 2011 or a newly established China Culture Centre, an overseas unit of the Ministry of Culture of the PRC. The activities of these institutions have not sparked any notable discussion as they mainly focus on the arts, literature and language teaching. Although the national media have reported on scandals involving similar institutions abroad.

However, a number of activities have increased China’s visibility in Latvia, such as state visits, lucrative business opportunities and Chinese outreach to politicians, civil servants, NGOs, academics, students and business representatives. For example, free or partially subsidized trips to China have been provided as part of the 16+1 format. As a result, the visibility and awareness of China and its approach to governance have increased among interested sections of society.

One surprising example of values trading emerged in 2016 during the 16+1 Summit in Riga. The official materials for the meeting included a map of the 16 European partners, which depicted Kosovo as an integral part of Serbia. Latvia has recognised Kosovo as an independent state while China has not. This signified a kind of double standard in the light of Latvia’s principled non-recognition policy regarding such territories as Crimea, South-Ossetia and Abkhazia.

A more recent event that raised eyebrows in foreign and security policy circles was the invitation to the port of Riga extended to three ships from the Chinese Navy that had travelled to the Baltic Sea to participate in training manoeuvres with the Russian Navy in August 2017. According to the Latvian National Armed Forces, the visit of the warships was “further proof of the active and successful cooperation of both countries”. This, despite the fact that the vessels entered the Baltic Sea for manoeuvres with the Russian Navy. Russia is still widely regarded domestically as the main external threat to the national security of Latvia. This visit could indicate that the image of China has also undergone reassessment in the defence sector.

Conclusions

Economic interests have taken centre stage in the Latvian approach to China and the image of China has been gradually improving in the country. However, China is only one among many to have future cooperation plans with Latvia, and it must therefore be underlined that economic cooperation is not being pursued at any cost. Nor are there any sympathies with the Chinese model of governance at the national level – or with its approach to international governance, as Latvia strongly adheres to EU political values. Accordingly, there is no evidence to suggest any meaningful influence of Chinese political values on Latvia’s domestic, foreign or public policy. Even though there are examples of some

---

12 Ibid.
values trade-offs – such as the lack of official public criticism of China’s human rights record and its trade policies, no high-level meetings with the Dalai Lama and official endorsement of a map depicting Kosovo as Serbian territory – these examples should be considered a necessary price to pay for the government to be able to maintain the current level of political relations and not risk negative consequences for economic interaction.

Una Aleksandra Bērziņa-Čerenkova, Head of the New Silk Road Programme, Latvian Institute of International Affairs, Rīga Stradiņš University, unabertz@gmail.com.
Māris Andžāns, Researcher, Latvian Institute of International Affairs, Rīga Stradiņš University, aris.andzans@lila.lv.
Human rights promotion and the changing role of political values in Netherlands-China relations

Frans-Paul van der Putten, Clingendael

Abstract

Human rights are an integral part of Dutch policy on China but other issues based on political values are less visible in the bilateral relationship. Beyond this relationship, however, China is working to form an international system that is not supportive of core Dutch political values. In such an international environment it will be harder for the Netherlands to maintain its policymaking autonomy on values-related issues that are regarded as controversial beyond its borders. In its relations with China in the coming decades, maintaining its political values is likely to present a major challenge for the Dutch Government.

Human rights promotion is the standout political values-based element of Dutch China policy.1 Development of the international legal order is another closely related major foreign policy aim.2 Inevitably, additional political values play a—usually implicit—role in the Dutch approach to China. The core values of Dutch society are freedom, equality and solidarity.3 Nonetheless, human rights promotion is the most visible values-based policy aim in the Dutch Government’s main strategy document on China.4 Within the domain of human rights promotion, the Dutch Government regards support for human rights defenders, equal rights for members of the Lesbian, Gay Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex (LGBTI) community and equal rights for women as priorities.

Human rights as the focus topic

Human rights have been a prominent theme in Dutch China policy since the violent suppression of the protests in Tiananmen Square in 1989. Most visibly, when the Netherlands held the rotating chair of the Council of the European Union in 1997, it prepared an EU resolution condemning China’s human rights record for submission to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. The EU had submitted similar resolutions every year since 1989, but on this occasion the resolution was not passed because France, Germany, Spain and Italy refused to endorse it.5 China singled out the Netherlands and Denmark, which submitted a separate critical resolution, for retaliation. It cancelled a high-level Dutch trade mission to remind the Netherlands that China was ready to use economic means to serve its political interests,6 as it had done in the early 1980s in response to the sale of two Dutch submarines to Taiwan.

There was intense public debate before the Beijing Olympics in 2008, when Prime Minister Jan Peter Balkenende and Crown Prince Willem Alexander, then a member of the International Olympic Committee, decided to attend the opening ceremony. The government’s position was that despite the deteriorating human rights situation in China, engagement was the most effective way to make progress in this area. In 2011, the award of a human rights prize by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs aroused little public attention. Chosen by an independent jury, the Human Rights Tulip and the sum of €100,000 were awarded to a Chinese lawyer, Ni Yulan. When the jury informed the ministry of its choice, and before the outcome was made public, the jury received a phone call from the Chinese
Embassy offering “assistance”. Subsequently, the jury was approached by an undisclosed cabinet member – presumably the then-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Uri Rosenthal – who asked whether there were any other possible candidates for the award. While the jury did not change its decision, the ministry kept the announcement low-key and the award has never been presented to Ni Yulan, who at the time was in detention awaiting trial. According to the Dutch media, her daughter was prevented by the Chinese authorities from travelling to the Netherlands to collect the award on her behalf. Another indication that the Dutch Government was careful not to antagonize China at this time is that it did not take a strong position in support of Norway when China exerted heavy diplomatic and economic pressure on the Norwegian Government after the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Liu Xiaobo.

Despite this more cautious Dutch stance since 1997, and the fact that public attention on human rights in China receded after the 2008 Olympics, human rights continues to be a focus of Dutch China policy. When cabinet members visit China they usually raise the issue during closed-door meetings with their Chinese counterparts. In addition, the Netherlands and China maintain a bilateral human rights dialogue, the 11th meeting of which took place in June 2018. An account of a meeting in October 2015 submitted to parliament by the Minister of Foreign Affairs provides some insight into the dynamics of the dialogue.

On that occasion, the Dutch delegation consisted of government officials from various departments and was led by the Dutch Ambassador for Human Rights. The Chinese delegation, which included representatives from the Ministry of Public Security, the United Front Work Department of the Communist Party, the National People's Congress and the Supreme People's Court, was led by the Special Representative for Human Rights of the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. At the meeting, the Dutch side focused on human rights defenders, LGBTI rights, women's rights, freedom of expression and freedom of faith, minority rights, and business and human rights. The Dutch delegation also expressed concern about the situation in Tibet and Xinjiang.

The Chinese delegation countered this criticism by expressing concern about various events in the Netherlands, such as women receiving lower rates of pay than men, recent remarks by the right wing politician, Geert Wilders, that he would like to see a reduction in the number residents of Moroccan descent, discrimination against Muslims in terms of access to housing and employment, a much-publicised case of a person who died while being arrested by the police, sexual abuse in the Catholic church, Black Pete (a controversial figure in traditional children’s stories) and ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), which the Netherlands had not ratified at the time. While, for many Dutch people, these counter-criticisms are not comparable in severity to the human rights situation in China, and therefore not to be taken seriously, for China they serve an important purpose. By turning the dialogue into a two-way mechanism, the Chinese Government avoids becoming stigmatized by a dialogue series that was originally intended by the Dutch to discuss human rights issues in China. At the same time, it also assists China’s efforts to move the definition of human rights away from an emphasis on political rights.

The Dutch Government regards the bilateral dialogue mechanism as complementary to the EU human rights dialogue and the activities of UN bodies such as the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the UN Human Rights Council. The bilateral dialogue is based on the overall Dutch approach to human rights in its foreign policy, however, and it is unclear whether there is any coordination between the bilateral and the EU dialogues. At the
EU level, the Netherlands has been promoting the “mainstreaming” of human rights by incorporating human rights into the many regular EU-China dialogues that by themselves are not human rights-specific. At the Human Rights Council, the Dutch and Chinese governments often take up contrary positions. Whereas the Netherlands strongly emphasizes the universality of human rights, China is increasingly active in promoting the notion that the right to development should be the top priority for any UN body and, by implication, is more important than political and civil human rights. The recent US withdrawal from the Human Rights Council is a setback for the Dutch policy of resisting China’s attempts to revise human rights norms within the UN.

As noted above, human rights are an integral part of Dutch policy on China. Other values-based topics, however, are less visible. For instance, the Dutch foreign policy aim of promoting international law as a means for resolving international disputes did not play a visible role in bilateral relations during the South China Sea arbitration tribunal, which was hosted by the Netherlands. The tribunal concluded in 2016, ruling in favour of the position of the Philippines and critical of the Chinese approach. At the EU level, the Dutch Government supported a strong joint statement endorsing the tribunal's findings, which was subsequently toned down at the insistence of Hungary, Croatia and Greece. However, it did not issue a unilateral statement declaring its support for the tribunal after the latter was strongly criticised by China.

It is impossible to measure the effect of Dutch policy on the human rights situation inside China or on China’s behaviour and influence at the international level, but perhaps its symbolic value is of greater relevance. The fact that the Dutch Government continues to demonstrate, albeit cautiously, significant concern over the human rights situation in China and China’s impact on global norms is an implicit signal that the Netherlands questions the acceptability of the Chinese political system and China’s role as a leading great power. It also shows that China’s global influence has not reached the level where it can silence criticism from relatively small Western nations.

**Limited direct Chinese influence, but fundamental changes in the international context**

There are no indications that China is able to actively influence the understanding of political values in the Netherlands, or that it has even attempted to do so. When Dutch media outlets report on political events in China, they tend to be critical, as was the case when it became clear that President Xi Jinping would be able to remain in office after the end of his second term. The negative tone of such reporting indicates that public opinion does not regard China’s political system as a possible example for the Netherlands. Relations with China are not a significant topic of debate among Dutch political parties. Among the groups in the Netherlands that interact with their Chinese counterparts, the business community seems relatively more likely to accept China’s political system as a given. This is part of a long-standing conviction among Dutch business leaders that “companies are not equipped to determine what [appropriate] standards and values ought to be”. Thus far, the increasing visibility of China’s global role and the increase in the number of Chinese companies active in the Netherlands do not seem to have changed Dutch perceptions of China’s political system. Nor do they seem to have had an impact on how the Dutch regard their own political values.

---

Since 1997, Dutch human rights promotion has not been a significant obstacle to closer economic and diplomatic relations between the two countries. Even several visits by the Dalai Lama have had no noticeable effect on the bilateral relationship. For its part, China refrains from promoting its core political values in bilateral communications with the Netherlands, other than in response to human rights criticisms during bilateral dialogue meetings. When Xi Jinping visited the Netherlands in March 2014, he published an open letter in a Dutch newspaper in which he did not refer to political values except to note that both China and Europe are striving for an “honest and just” society.\(^\text{12}\)

Whereas political values play only a small role in China’s policy towards the Netherlands, they play a major role in its relations with developing countries. This is relevant in two ways. First, China is undermining relations between Western countries, such as the Netherlands, and developing countries by asserting that the West is trying to impose its values – and thereby its interests – on others, and that this is harmful to developing countries. China refers to colonial history, in which the Netherlands and other European nations played an active part, to underline this message. Second, China is attempting to legitimise its political system by weakening the appeal of Western political values, in particular democracy and human rights, throughout the non-Western world. Given the numerical preponderance of developing countries, China could thus, in the long run, play an important role in forming an international system that does not endorse the core political values of the Netherlands. In such an environment, it will be harder for the Netherlands to maintain its autonomy in policymaking on values-related issues that are regarded as controversial beyond its borders.

Apart from Dutch efforts to engage with China on its domestic human rights situation, political values have not thus far played a significant role in Sino-Dutch relations. This seems likely to change as it becomes clear that the international system is being increasingly influenced by China. In its relations with China, dealing with political values is likely to be a major challenge for the Dutch Government in the coming decades.

Political values in Norway’s relations with China: Standing ground or giving in?

Hans Jørgen Gåsemyr, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs

Abstract

The six-year freeze in bilateral political relations following the award of the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize makes Norway an interesting case study of political values in relations with China. The big picture, however, is that Norway still fits into the pattern of many other European countries. While political values feature prominently in Norway’s general foreign policy, explicit government level criticism of China is rare, and the avenues for official discussions on values-laden issues are largely limited to closed settings.

Norway wants to be a champion of democracy, human rights and international law, which constitute the core political values of the government’s overall foreign and development policies. Shared values are emphasised in the especially close relations between the Nordic countries, in Norway’s close association with (but non-member status in) to the European Union (EU) and in the transatlantic partnership with the United States.¹

Norway’s core political values also steer its position on China. Nonetheless, it is economic – and not political or values-oriented – issues that are centre stage in most Sino-Norwegian interactions. China’s reaction to the award of the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize, however, moved political considerations to the fore for several years.

In 2010, the Norwegian Nobel Committee, which is independent of the government but includes members who have previously held prominent government positions, awarded the Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo, a Chinese citizen who was then serving an 11-year prison sentence for subversion of state power. Although the laureate himself was prevented from attending the award ceremony, he received a congratulatory message from the Norwegian government, as is tradition, and guests at the award ceremony were given the traditional dinner also attended by the King and many political and social dignitaries. The Norwegian government maintained that the prize should not be treated as a governmental affair, but China chose to react politically.

China’s reaction must be seen in the light of an earlier Nobel Peace Prize awarded to the Dalai Lama in 1989. Ever since, China has warned against prizes that could be regarded as interference in its domestic affairs.² Following the 2010 prize, it took six years and the formulation of a joint statement, in which Norway reiterated its respect for China’s development path and expressed attaching importance to China’s core interests, before political relations were restored. Although the six-year freeze was momentous and had negative implications, it is easy to overstate its influence on China–Norway relations. In terms of political values, it remains open to debate whether Norway stood its ground for six years or succumbed in a compromising statement. Nonetheless, Norway today does not really stand out from other, similarly placed Nordic and European countries with regard to its China policy.³

Changes to How Values are Expressed and Discussed

The Norwegian government formulated a China strategy in 2007. Expanding economic relations are mentioned as the first among many priorities, but democracy building and human rights still feature prominently. The document states that in China, Norway hopes to see “development that leads to greater democracy, guarantees basic human rights and protects human dignity in accordance with internationally recognised economic, social and cultural rights”. Norway’s human rights dialogue with China – which was still operating at the time – is mentioned as an “important arena for bilateral cooperation”. The human rights dialogue was suspended following the Nobel Peace Prize controversy in 2010 and has not been restored since. It is open to question how democracy and human rights would be addressed should the Norwegian government formulate a new China strategy. Nonetheless, there is little doubt that Norway has tempered its explicit criticisms of China, as other countries have done, over the past decade.

Following the normalisation of political ties in 2016, the Norwegian Prime Minister, Erna Solberg, visited China in April 2017, and there was a State Visit to China led by the King in October 2018. Norway’s ministers of Foreign Affairs and Trade also participated in both visits, accompanied by large delegations of business leaders, again emphasising the predominance of economic ties. Furthermore, a long list of additional delegations from both sides has worked to restore, renew and expand relations. The Norwegian Parliament (Storting) Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence also visited China in the autumn of 2018. While the prime minister made a point of restoring trust before raising human rights issues in 2017, both the parliamentary and the state visits in 2018 addressed human rights concerns, albeit in rather careful forms and settings.

Since the 2016 normalisation, the main avenue for bilateral discussions has been a new so-called political consultation mechanism that covers all types of political issues, including civil and political rights. The first round of these annual discussions was arranged in Oslo in the autumn of 2017. The format is limited to a few hours, and little information from the closed meetings is shared publicly. Little is therefore heard about the extent to which particular issues have been discussed. Some Norwegian politicians want to re-establish the human rights dialogue of 1997, which was quite dynamic and involved discussions with academics and interest groups. However, the dialogue was also criticised for not producing tangible results.

The Norwegian Centre for Human Rights (Faculty of Law, University of Oslo) played a central role in organising activities as part of the former human rights dialogue. Although some activities have been scaled down compared to previous years, the centre maintains an educational programme on human rights law in China, supported by the Norwegian government, and has several new projects on domestic violence, gender issues and police investigation methods. Other academic exchanges around human rights and international law have expanded. The Faculty of Law at the University of Bergen has extended its educational collaboration with several Chinese universities. In civil society, Norwegian non-governmental organisations such as the Rafto Foundation for Human Rights and the Norwegian division of Amnesty International play active roles in communicating their concerns about China-related developments. The Norwegian Nobel Institute, along with the Peace Prize Committee, have played a particularly visible role in this regard.

Internationally, Norway invests a lot of resources in international organisations, particularly in the United Nations, and it regards the Human Rights Council as...
Norway

important, as it did its predecessor the UN Commission on Human Rights. In these forums, Norway has signed joint statements together with so-called like-minded countries, including those directed at China as recently as 2016.7 When it comes to acting alone and expressing direct concerns, however, Norway has become more cautious.

**Chinese Interests and Norwegian Debates**

Political relations between Norway and China were frozen in 2010. When normalisation occurred in late 2016, it came with a written statement that offered both sides room for interpretation. One sentence in particular attracted attention in the Norwegian context: “The Norwegian Government reiterates its commitment to the one-China policy, fully respects China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, attaches high importance to China’s core interests and major concerns, will not support actions that undermine them, and will do its best to avoid any future damage to bilateral relations”.”8 While some politicians, various scholars and some media commentators criticised the statement for giving in to Chinese interests, and some even called it kowtowing to Chinese demands, such criticism was relatively limited.9 Political leaders, the media and the public have been largely supportive of the normalisation process, seeing the agreement as reasonable. Nonetheless, many have called for attention to continue to be paid to human rights and values-driven issues.

During the six years of political freeze, there was relatively limited debate on how to resolve the situation. Some business and interest group representatives called for more proactive steps, but there was no strong push and political agreement on the issue outlived the change of government from a Labor Party-led coalition to a Conservative Party-led coalition in 2013. Two separate but related issues, however, triggered considerable discussion in 2014. The first was the alleged drafting of a diplomatic note to restore China–Norway relations in the previous year.10 Media reports indicated that the Norwegian side had discussed the possibility of secretly accepting tough Chinese demands, but the precise wording – or indeed the actuality of finalizing such a note at that time – remain unclear.

The other hot-button issue was a 2014 visit by the Dalai Lama. Norwegian government representatives, including the prime minister in 1994, have met with the Dalai Lama during some of his previous visits.11 The Chinese government was clear about the damaging effects to the already strained relations that such a government-level meeting would have. When the Norwegian government finally rejected a meeting, the media debate became intense for a couple of weeks.12 The Norwegian government’s decision was a clear confirmation that China had successfully obtained respect for its interests. That said, regardless of the impact of Norway’s Nobel Prize freeze, the Norwegian government’s decision on the visit by the Dalai Lama fits the international and European pattern.

**Standing Ground While Adjusting to China’s Increasing Influence**

The full implications of the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize and China’s political boycott remain open to debate but some things have become clear. First, the China–Norway Nobel Peace Prize ordeal remained a Norwegian and bilateral problem. Some countries, most notably Germany, advocated on Norway’s behalf, but as far as international politics and public relations are concerned, this never became much of an issue. Moreover, since Norway is not a member, it does not have the convenience of “outsourcing” politically tricky issues and statements to EU-level bodies. Norway largely has to stand up for political values on its own.

---

Second, although the six-year political boycott triggered some debate on how to befriend China, and many Norwegian politicians have expressed admiration for China’s development-related achievements, the overall public discourse on China remains quite critical and cautious, especially with regard to political issues and values. The overtly negative media coverage following China’s abolition of presidential term limits in 2018 further illustrates this point. Moreover, when collaboration with Chinese actors touches on political values that Norwegian institutions traditionally hold in high regard, such as academic freedom, there is heightened debate, leading many people and institutions to take up more values-based and principled positions.

Third, China’s reaction spurred debate about the composition and independence of the Norwegian Nobel Committee. The political parties in the Storting still nominate committee members, but several recent nominees have been from more diverse backgrounds, had a wider range of qualifications and held less politically prominent positions.

Finally, the normalisation came with a formal statement that stressed mutual respect and understanding. The Norwegian government has certainly been cautious when it comes to criticising China, which could also be observed in the careful, limited statements made when the health of Liu Xiaobo deteriorated and he died in the summer of 2017, and when his wife continued to face constraints on her freedom.

However, the Norwegian government does not condone the authoritarian nature of China’s development model and it continues to raise political values and human rights in its relations with China. Like many of its European counterparts, however, Norway is attempting to do so without pointing fingers or poking any bears.

Hans Jørgen Gåsemyr, Senior Research Fellow, Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI), hg@nupi.no.
Poland’s modest approach to a values-based China policy

Justyna Szczudlik, Polish Institute of International Affairs

Abstract

Poland’s values-based policy on China is low profile and dual level. The EU level is seen as the correct forum in which to talk about values and address sensitive issues. Poland places itself in the mainstream, which means approving the EU’s proposals but not necessarily submitting its own ideas. The second level, the bilateral dimension, is also discreet, which means raising issues without making them public. The Chinese Government’s recently more assertive policy and sparse achievements in economic cooperation have led Poland to rethink its China policy. In this sense, Poland does not admire the “Chinese model”.

In terms of values, Polish foreign policy has traditionally largely been influenced by the country’s transformation from an autocracy to a fully fledged democracy, which was achieved by peaceful means as a result of civil protests and strong support from the Catholic Church. The symbols of this process and success are the Solidarity Movement and the Roundtable Talks of February to April 1989, which forced the Communist regime into a peaceful handover of power. The beginning of regime change was the first semi-free elections on 4 June 1989. In addition, the legacy of centuries of violations of Polish sovereignty – from partition and occupation, to the Cold War, when the country was under the influence of the Soviet Union as part of the Eastern bloc – induce renewed concerns in the light of Russia’s aggressive foreign policy, as demonstrated by its aggression in Ukraine and annexation of Crimea. From this historical legacy flow the fundamental elements of the recent Foreign Policy Strategy (2017–2021) and Poland’s agenda for its two-year term as a non-permanent member of the United Nations Security Council (2018–2019). These elements comprise a rules-based order, sovereignty, territorial integrity, the inviolability of borders, renunciation of war and solidarity with neighbours, freedom, peaceful coexistence of nations, human rights and the dignity of the person. The current right wing government, which came to power in 2015, appreciates Poland’s achievements in fighting communism and for the country’s independence but is less enthusiastic about the post-1989 settlement and the subsequent transformation path. Tied in with its own history, the Polish Government pays particular attention to the role of the Christian tradition.

Values and Sensitive Issues in Poland’s China Policy: A Low-Profile Approach

Given the above-mentioned historical legacy, China has been rather negatively perceived in Poland, especially since the Cultural Revolution. It is also worth noting, however, that both countries share a common “socialist” history and were united in their opposition to the Soviet Union in 1956 and 1981. The contrast between Poland and China was most visible in 1989. While Poland was experiencing a peaceful transition to an independent and democratic society, China was cracking down on civil protest in Tiananmen Square. Poland’s first elections and the massacre in Beijing both took place on 4 June 1989. It seems

1 In this chapter, the author defines a values-based policy narrowly as democracy, the rule of law and human rights. The latter in particular is often seen as a sensitive issue for China. There are also examples of a broader understanding of political values as including economic factors such as free trade, market access and a level playing field. This broader understanding is discussed here as well in connection with the Chinese model and Poland’s economic goals in its relations with China.

that since then Poland has been perceived in China as a country that would like to promote its 4 June legacy. This is probably the reason why China did not allow a Polish Institute to be set up in the Haidian district of Beijing, where most of the universities are located.\(^3\)

In the period 1989–2008 bilateral relations were not extensive and public interest in China was not great. China’s image in the Polish media was one-dimensional, focused on human rights violations, a negative assessment of Chinese reforms and EU/Poland–China economic relations. The situation changed in 2008, at the start of the global financial crisis, when Poland decided to enhance its relations with China. The symbol of Poland’s shift was Prime Minister Donald Tusk’s visit to China in 2008, when he focused on economic cooperation and remained silent about sensitive issues. Since then, Polish policy on China has been focused on intensive political dialogue as a facilitator of the main goal of economic cooperation – expanding Polish exports to China, attracting Chinese investment to Poland and increasing the level of Polish Foreign Direct Investment in the People’s Republic of China (PRC). If values are understood in the broadest sense, Poland’s attempts to convince the PRC to open up its markets by removing tariff and non-tariff barriers and granting access to public procurement procedures are examples of Poland’s active values-based policy on China.

When it comes to values in the narrow sense, Poland’s focus on religious freedom, freedom of speech, minority rights and the promotion of trade unions (a legacy of the Solidarity movement) provides further examples of the importance that the historical experience of transformation still has today. Poland is also ready to share its experience should China decide to pluralize its political system. More recently, Poland has been trying to direct China’s attention to the rules-based international order, especially when it comes to China’s cooperation with Russia, given Russia’s aggressive policy and China’s closer ties with Russia and its allies in the Eastern Europe – as demonstrated, for example, by its military exercises in the Baltic Sea.

Poland adopts a dual approach to values in its policy on China: outsourcing to the EU and using its own bilateral agenda to raise issues in a discreet way. With regard to the first approach, the EU is seen as an effective forum for discussing sensitive issues with China. The mindset is that if such powerful forces as France and Germany cannot be effective separately, Poland has even less chance of influencing China. Poland argues that human rights are an element of the EU’s China agenda, and Poland advocates a cohesive EU policy. Poland endorses the EU’s assistance with implementing solutions to ratify the international human rights conventions, as well as micro programmes in selected communities, and so on. In general, however, Poland’s stance at EU forums might be described as staying in the mainstream, which means accepting the agenda proposed by e.g. the European Union External Action Service while not necessarily initiating or submitting its own proposals. When the second approach is concerned, it should be noted that there is no bilateral human rights dialogue between Poland and China. Sensitive issues and those related to values are discussed at bilateral meetings with Chinese counterparts, but not made public. Poland argues that it also carries out its own programmes in China (some years ago, for example, it financed the digitisation of Tibetan library resources). These are carried out behind the scenes, using the logic that “we care about results, not media plaudits”. There is also a diplomat in the Polish Embassy in Beijing assigned to monitoring human rights in China.\(^4\)

---

\(^3\) The Polish Institutes are established abroad by the Polish Ministry for Foreign Affairs. Their aims are linked to public diplomacy. A Polish Institute was opened in Beijing in mid-2014 but, in reality, it is an enlarged cultural department of the embassy.

\(^4\) Parliamentary Foreign Relations Committee Hearing on the Nomination of T. Chomicki to be Poland’s Ambassador to China, 7 May 2009. Hearing on the Nomination of M. Gąsiorowski to be Poland’s Ambassador to China, 5 February 2015.
It is also worth mentioning Poland’s stance on two particular people: the Dalai Lama and Liu Xiaobo, as well as human rights in a broader sense as sensitive issues for China. The Dalai Lama has visited Poland several times since the country reinvigorated its relations with the PRC. Only the visit in December 2008 was politicized by China and was in that sense controversial. On that occasion the Dalai Lama was attending an event to mark the 25th anniversary of the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Lech Wałęsa. During the visit, he met with the Donald Tusk, just two months after Tusk’s trip to China, which had been seen as a breakthrough in Poland’s China policy. The PRC lodged a protest and bilateral relations cooled for several months. In contrast, the Dalai Lama’s visit in 2016 was low-profile, during which he met with the Mayor of Wroclaw city. The visit was presented as a visit by a religious leader who met with Buddhist believers. Officially, Poland perceives the Dalai Lama as a great moral and religious leader and a private person.

In the case of Liu Xiaobo, the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a statement on its website in 2010 in which it appreciated a choice the Norwegian Nobel Committee has made to award of the Noble Peace Prize to a dissident who struggled for human rights. Poland stated that its stance was in line with that of the EU and highlighted the EU’s attempts to gain access to Liu, as well as its efforts to convince the Chinese authorities of the importance of the rule of law and recognition of the rights and liberties of Chinese citizens, including political and civic rights. When Liu died in 2017, the ministry published condolences addressed to Liu’s wife, calling him a great thinker, activist and writer, and a person guided by freedom and democracy.

When it comes to human rights as a general topic, Poland supports EU policy. A good example is the Local Statement of the EU Delegation on International Human Rights Day published on the website of the Polish Embassy in Beijing. The statement appreciates the progress made on living standards, such as access to social services, in China, but also highlights problems. These problems are listed as a deterioration in the situation with respect to freedom of information, expression and association, including online activity, the situation of human rights lawyers and defenders, and the consequences of China’s new NGO law.

**Poland Does not Admire the Chinese Model**

Poland-China relations today are said to be the best in history, but the hype is mostly visible at the political level. Economic cooperation has not been a success. The trade deficit is expanding while Chinese investment offers are unattractive. Looking at the Chinese model from a wider perspective, as the promotion of a Chinese vision of the economy, a form of state capitalism that undermines the country’s comparative advantage; politics, a non-liberal system that is marketed as “more effective”; and security, access to critical assets and infrastructure, there is no admiration for the Chinese model in Poland. In fact, Poland is currently reconsidering its relations with China. This ongoing process is a fairly new phenomenon which became apparent at the beginning of 2017. This does not mean a change in Poland’s policy goals towards China, but rather that it will take a more measured approach. Under the previous centrist government, relations with China had improved remarkably. Nonetheless, the current right wing conservative cabinet, which came to power in 2015, is generally continuing the same policy towards the PRC as its predecessors.

The reasons for this reconsideration are linked not only to the huge trade deficit, which is seen as a political issue, but also to China’s more assertive policies.

---

1 ibid. (Hearing Gajewski).
6 Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), MFA statement on this year’s choice by the Norwegian Nobel Committee, 6 October 2010.
7 Polish MFA, Minister Witold Waszczykowski’s condolences on Liu Xiaobo’s death, 14 July 2017.
on trade and investment, and based on lessons learned from other countries. Among these lessons are Chinese moves to acquire high-tech companies in the EU (e.g. Germany) and take full control of strategic assets (e.g. Piraeus port), as well as credit-based projects that increase public debt (e.g. investments in the Balkans). There are also examples of close cooperation between Chinese and Czech politicians and entrepreneurs (e.g. the CEFC’s case: a Chinese, officially private, energy and finance-profiled company which invested in Czech Republic, including attempts to get access to Czech politicians), which have not been replicated in Poland. In that sense, there is no lobby in Poland that is seen as a pro-Chinese agenda-setter.

In addition, the centralization of power in the PRC and China-Russia cooperation in the security domain have increased Poland’s caution with regard to the Chinese model. Despite the fact that there is a degree of animosity between Poland and the EU institutions, for instance over changes to the Polish judicial system, Poland does not see China as an alternative as some EU member states do, using China as a bargaining chip in discussions with the EU institutions. In this sense, at least in the public domain, there have been no noticeable attempts by China to influence Polish perceptions of liberal values.

Justyna Szczudlik, Head of Asia-Pacific Programme, Polish Institute of International Affairs (PISM), szczudlik@pism.pl.
Portugal-China relations: Political values play second fiddle

Carlos Rodrigues, University of Aveiro

Abstract

Differences in political values do not play a role in the current state of affairs between Portugal and China. Bilateral relations between the two countries are at a high point and free of any turbulence linked to such differences. In fact, Portuguese society has an overall positive perception of China. This perception has as its basis certain common ground in the countries’ history, economic interests and future development prospects, as well as the role of Portugal in the Portuguese-speaking world. Moreover, it mirrors an acknowledgment of Chinese economic achievements and a sort of fascination for Chinese culture. Nonetheless, the overall positive stance and lack of concern about the political values realm goes hand in hand with a lack of any expression of admiration for the Chinese political system.

Political values play second fiddle in the relationship between Portugal and China. Despite Portugal’s alignment with the EU’s overall discourse on human rights, freedom, democracy, equality and the rule of law, the current status of relations between the two countries is free of any turbulence linked to an affirmation of differences in political values. This has every appearance of a long-term position. There is evidence that even in the EU context, while generally subscribing to declarations with a critical stance towards China, Portugal tends to avoid any risk of confronting China and jeopardising the strong momentum behind relations. Chinese Premier Li Keqiang perceives the current state of bilateral relations as maintaining the “momentum of high-level exchanges, [to] deepen political mutual trust, expand practical cooperation, intensify people-to-people and cultural exchanges and enhance communication and coordination in international and regional affairs, so as to better benefit the two countries and their peoples”. In the same vein, the Portuguese President, Rebelo de Sousa, regards the relationship as furnished with “profound friendship support as well as a common vision to strengthen mutually beneficial cooperation”. This chapter discusses two notions: (a) the idea that current Portugal-China relations have reached a peak; and (b) that political values are not an issue in the current relational dynamics.

Consensual ground

According to Rebelo de Sousa, “Conducting cooperation with China has always been the unanimous consensus of the people and administration of Portugal”. This statement accurately depicts the widespread perception in Portuguese society of relations with China. It is hard to find written, spoken or televised opinion that adopts a critical tone towards China, particularly as far as political values are concerned. Moreover, when such views are expressed, they have almost zero impact on perceptions.

Although Portugal is far from being an exceptional case in the EU with regard to its relational context with China, a number of ‘specificities’ affecting that context require some attention. They contribute to a better understanding of the reasons underlying the widespread consensus mentioned above and the turbulence-free state of affairs that cuts across the various dimensions of Portugal-China relations.
Hence, they can also provide an explanation for the lack of any assertive affirmation of difference in terms of political values. These specificities can be grouped according to four major fields: history, economic interests, future development prospects, and the role of Portugal in the Portuguese-speaking world.

First, it is commonly accepted that China looks to history and the past as a continuous reference when outlining its external policy. In fact, the pioneering role of the Portuguese in the East-West civilizational contacts of the 16th century, and the mainly successful negotiation process that underpinned the transfer of sovereignty over Macao in the 20th century are recurrent topics in the discourse of officials from both governments.

Second, the perceived win-win developments associated with the recent flow of Chinese Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) into Portugal, which allows China access to cutting-edge knowledge and extends its global influence while providing Portugal with “fresh” resources to mitigate the effects of its profound financial crisis, have emerged as a cornerstone of the current state of Sino-Portuguese relations. In a short period, Chinese FDI has taken advantage of the privatization frenzy begun in 2011 to leave large Portuguese-flagged firms in strategic or sensitive sectors partially or wholly owned by Chinese, usually state-owned, companies. Portugal is now highly dependent on China for FDI.

Third, Portugal has huge expectations of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), driven by the recurrently stated willingness of China to make Portugal an important hub in the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. This has been complemented by a Portuguese eagerness to assume an active role in BRI-related dynamics. According to the current Minister of Foreign Affairs, Santos Silva, Portugal “as a pioneer of global trade through sea routes, welcomes China’s efforts towards establishing a new Maritime Silk Road”, and “looks forward to contributing to a new Maritime Silk Road, namely through the development of the existing infrastructures on its Atlantic facade”.

Finally, the importance assigned to the BRI can be extended to the development of third-party cooperation involving Portugal, China and the Portuguese-speaking nations. This multilateral framework is expected to reinforce Portugal’s role in the international arena, particularly in Africa. In addition, Portugal’s knowledge of and long-standing ties with Africa together with China’s political and economic influence on that continent are considered a means for fostering joint efforts to generate opportunities in third – African and Portuguese-speaking – countries.

Nonetheless, any attempt to understand the soil in which this consensus is rooted would be thwarted if the astonishing achievements of China in recent decades were to be ignored. This may be the best way to understand the way in which Portuguese politicians, officials, media, scholars and business leaders perceive China and its transformative development path. China’s fast and continuing economic growth, efficiency in implementing development programmes and projects, and pragmatism tend to be positively perceived by domestic actors. These aspects, together with a level of curiosity and a certain fascination for Chinese culture, can be added to the four ‘specifics’ outlined above in an attempt to understand why political values play such a minor role in Portuguese perceptions of China and, concomitantly, in bilateral relations.

It is worth noting that this lack of concern with regard to distinct values finds its counterpart in an absence of expressions of admiration for China’s political system and values. Put simply, the overall positive perception ignores any link between the Chinese political setting and China’s social and economic achievements.

---

About a minor role

To understand more about the minor role played by political values in Portuguese realpolitik requires a closer look at the foreign policy principles enshrined in the Portuguese Constitution. Particular attention should be paid to the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of another nation. This can be seen as a marker of post-revolutionary Portugal’s diplomatic history, and as underpinning above all a smooth relational dynamic with almost every nation in the World, largely independent of the degree of compliance with any stated political values. The case of Timor-Leste, a former Portuguese colony invaded by Indonesia in 1975 and occupied until 1999, emerges as the exception that proves the rule.

Portugal generally makes full use of the constitutional principles of “non-interference in the internal affairs of other states” and “cooperation with all other peoples with a view to the emancipation and progress of mankind” to dodge any turbulence in bilateral relations with countries that are relevant partners in economic, cultural and/or historical terms – as is the case with China. This was evidenced, for instance, during Portugal’s membership of the UN Human Rights Council in 2015–2017. Portugal was highly proactive in discussing and proposing resolutions on the general implementation of economic, social and cultural rights, as well as condemning racism and xenophobia, thereby avoiding calls on specific countries. Nonetheless, the country adopted a particularly assertive stance in opposition to the death penalty, promising to put the United States, Saudi Arabia and China under particular pressure. This episode might represent the single critical undertone in Portuguese diplomacy towards China in recent decades, at least outside of common EU settings. The country’s engagement in such a cause could be seen as mirroring the historical fact that Portugal was the first European sovereign state to abolish the death penalty. The last execution on Portuguese territory took place in 1846.

More evidence of the minor importance of differences in political values is provided by the China-Portugal strategic partnership, established in 2005, and the section on political dialogue. This sets out Portugal’s acceptance of the ‘One China policy’ and indicates a willingness to continue to push for the lifting of the EU arms embargo on China. (In 2005, government sources indicated that “due to the progress made by China” it regarded the arms embargo as “inadequate and outdated”). It also commits to make efforts to achieve EU recognition of China’s market economy status. Vaguely enough, the Portuguese Government has sought a “balanced decision” from the EU on China’s market economy status. Moreover, both countries subscribed to the need to promote and protect human rights as defined in the Universal Declaration and collaborate on achieving the Millennium Development Goals.

China and Portugal will loudly celebrate the 40th anniversary of their re-establishment of diplomatic relations. President Xi Jinping is expected in Lisbon in December 2018. Xi’s official visit anticipates 2019 as Portugal’s year in China and China’s year in Portugal. It can hardly be expected that any differences in political values will disturb the current strong and smooth state of China-Portugal relations.
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Political values: A sensitive issue almost absent from Romania’s relations with China
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Abstract

Romania’s approach to political values in connection with China, as well as in relation to other countries, is to avoid directly critical stances and instead choose supranational, subregional or multilateral institutions in which to express its views indirectly by adhering to joint positions. Romania’s bilateral dialogue with China is focused on economic and cultural issues that leave no room for misinterpretation.

In 2009, John Fox and François Godement wrote a seminal study on EU-China Relations,¹ which classified the EU member states into four categories according to the priorities of their foreign policy on China. Romania was considered part of the group of “Accommodating Mercantilists”, which shared the belief that “good political relations with China will lead to commercial benefit” and “economic considerations must dominate the relationship with China”.² Almost a decade later, Romania remains an Accommodating Mercantilist and political values continue to be absent from the bilateral agenda with China. This in spite of the objectives reflected in the EU Strategy on China, that: “mutual economic and commercial interests are strong but should not prevent the EU from upholding its values in its relations with China”.³ It should be noted that Romania supports EU values and norms but does not actively engage in advocating these values, in relation either to China or to other countries.⁴

That said, Romania remains a Euro-optimist. The communist period, which lasted for four decades until the fall of the Iron Curtain, generated a kind of “blind faith” in the EU institutions, correlated with a mistrust of national ones, among other things due to the “disastrous situation in the public sector”.⁵ To Romania, the EU is still seen as a “watchdog of democracy”, “a problem-solver”, “a legitimate actor” and a prosperity enabler, which explains why the country is among the biggest admirers of European values and norms.⁶ Romania regularly reaffirms its strong support for fundamental values and freedoms, and has done so especially in 2018, the year that marks the 70th anniversary of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.⁷

Romanian-Chinese channels of communication

Even though it is an adherent to EU values and norms, Romania is also an ambitious partner in the 16+1 platform, as demonstrated by its cooperation initiatives and proposals, although its attitude can also be described as “wait-and-see” in terms of the number and scale of Chinese-Romanian projects actually implemented.

It should be added that the 16+1 format, together with the wider EU framework and the multilateral architecture governed by the United Nations, are the main bodies or institutions in which Romania adheres to the common approach to values, rules and norms with regard to China. For instance, the Budapest Guidelines for Cooperation between China and Central and Eastern Europe

² The other Accommodating Mercantilists were Bulgaria, Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain.
⁴ Such as Turkey, a NATO member and one of Romania’s significant strategic partners.
⁵ Flavia Durach, Public Opinion Towards the EU: Triumphalism, Euroscepticism or Banal Representations? 2016, Newcastle upon Tyne, Cambridge Scholars Publishing.
⁶ Ibid.
⁷ Moreover, the President of Romania, Klaus Iohannis, received the Franz Josef Strauss award from the German foundation, Hanns Seidel, in 2018 “for promoting…throughout his political career, democratic values, a united society and confidence in the European project”. See, Irina Marica, Romanian President goes to Germany to receive award for promoting democratic values, 2018, Romania-Insider.com.
(CEE) Countries underline that “Participants should firmly safeguard the purposes and principles of the UN Charter, stand for multilateralism, and strive for openness in [the] global economy with WTO rules at its core”. Romania strongly supports such commitments but bilateral dialogue is focused on economic issues, as demonstrated by Romanian Government programmes.

The two realities of Romanian foreign policy – strong support for the European project, on the one hand, and a strategic partnership with the United States, on the other - but associated with a declared political will to strengthen cooperation with China have prevented Romanian decision makers from addressing political values in the relationship with China in a separate, distinct or clear framework, preferring instead to go through the EU supranational level.

There are many channels of communication in Romanian-Chinese relations: the Joint Commission, economic missions, high-level visits and visits at other levels, the 16+1 platform, forums and conferences such as the “Belt and Road” forum, people-to-people exchanges, activities organized by the Chamber of Commerce, Chinese-Romanian friendship associations, participation by the business sector in fairs and exhibitions and, of course, through the mass media. With the exception of the mass media, political values do not play a role in any of these. Romanian media outlets often criticize China from the perspective of political values. For instance, the recent constitutional amendments in China through which presidential term limits were abolished were described in the Romanian mass media, both public sector and privately owned, as a “return to the cult of personality” and a way of strengthening censorship, and repressing democracy and human rights defenders. This is a perception shared by some Romanian politicians and researchers but rejected by others. In my opinion, the unlimited presidential term offers China the chance to pursue its long term economic objectives without the danger of giving them up along the way. Romania’s unfortunate experience of a permanent change of decision makers and of vision regarding the correct development path shows that smooth progress can easily be endangered. If this is possible in an EU member state, it is probably much easier for it to happen in other countries, such as China.

**Perceptions of China in Romania: opinions confirmed by the results of a survey**

Previous research has divided Romanian elites into three main groups according to their general perceptions of China: (a) the dominant group, which has a low level of awareness; (b) those with a higher level of awareness who are sceptical about China; and (c) a tiny minority of China-enthusiasts. There is still only a limited understanding of China in Romania, linked to insufficient knowledge about the realities of the country.

Given that Romania takes a discreet approach to political values, and that its relations with China are focused on economic goals, while with the exception of the mass media political values are also absent from bilateral channels of communication, I conducted a survey to gather opinion on the role played by political values in bilateral relations. In July 2018, questionnaires were distributed to 25 Romanian politicians, business representatives, scholars, experts and journalists.

A majority of the 25 completed questionnaires confirmed the initial working hypotheses of this chapter. First, the EU’s basic political values – democracy, human dignity, human rights, freedom, equality and the rule of law – are considered *highly important* for Romanian foreign policy, and Romania also subscribes to political
values such as multilateralism. Second, Romania focuses on the economic facets of relations with China but other issues such as culture and people-to-people exchanges are also important. Third, Romania takes a discreet approach and sensitive issues are left outside the bilateral dialogue to be addressed indirectly, largely within the framework of the United Nations, EU institutions or other relevant organizations – mainly supranational and multilateral. Fourth, there are differences of opinion among the most relevant actors regarding the approach to take to political values in the bilateral relationship with China, just as there are different perceptions of China, its values and assets. Fifth, in accordance with the principle of non-interference, China has not attempted to influence attitudes to or opinions on its system or political values.

Finally, in the long term, political values will continue to be overshadowed by the economic goals of Romania and other CEE countries. The development gap between the CEE states and the EU member states of Western Europe explains why the CEE countries seek to supplement their development resources from the EU with external sources. The absence of political values from the 16+1 format confirms this statement. Political values are perceived as less important than the achievements of the Chinese development model. Even if the mass media in Romania criticizes aspects related to human rights and the rule of law in China from time to time, this does not alter the official position of the country.

The importance of political values in Romanian foreign policy was evaluated by respondents on average as six on a scale of one to seven, with seven being the greatest importance. In relation to China, most respondents considered political values to be of medium importance on a scale of low, medium and high significance. All the respondents regarded economic and geopolitical objectives as more important than political values in Sino-Romanian relations. Thus, supranational (EU) and multilateral organisations (UN) remain the channels most frequently used. It is worth noting, however, that the majority of interviewees believed that political values would play a growing role in relations between Romania and China in the future.

In general, Romanian politicians do not discuss political values in connection with the relationship with China. Business representatives are more preoccupied with aspects related to profitability than the political values of a partner country. Scholars and researchers have diverging views on political values in China, while Romanian journalists are extremely exercised, even if most of the articles only reproduce the results of critical studies by the US Department of State, NGOs or the international mass media.

**How are Chinese political values regarded in Romania?**

Political values have their roots in the past but are being continuously remodelled by a complex system of determinants that evolves over time. In Romania, the population at large has only a limited understanding of China. Some are familiar with its culture and history, or the evolution of its economic, political and social situation; other less so. This explains why there is no unitary opinion in Romania on the concept of Chinese political values. Even if there are many negative or critical views, Chinese values are generally accepted. In addition, a minority of Romanian sinologists and experts admire Chinese values, invoking arguments such as the Silk Road’s spirit of “peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and mutual benefit” as defined in Chinese official documents, or the “political meritocracy” reflected by “exemplary persons” and supported by Confucius two and a half millennia ago. In my opinion, the
Chinese population can enjoy freedom, democracy and human rights even in a country with no electoral democracy. Chinese population is increasing its living standard and people are able to choose their way of life in China or abroad and this means freedom and democracy. They are allowed to express their opinions but in a way that does not escalate into radicalization and does not endanger the Chinese development path, and it means the presence of human rights. Better living standards mean better access to work and education, and this means also human rights.

Certainly, an acceptance of Chinese political values is not an argument why Romania is not actively contributing to EU initiatives linked to the political values agenda. Chinese internal affairs have not been placed at the core of Romanian public interests, even among the elites. Instead, in the Sino-Romanian dialogue, economic and cultural issues come first. If the level of development achieved by China is seen in the developed countries as a threat to their already achieved status, in developing countries, by contrast, it is often regarded as a desirable goal.

Furthermore, from my perspective, a country that seeks to address political values as a separate topic in its relationship with China in formal bilateral communications must first meet two preconditions. First, it should itself be a model for others with respect to the EU’s basic political values. Second, it must understand the political values of China. In my view, Romania does not meet these two criteria, and that is why political values are left off the Romania-China bilateral agenda. This triggers criticism from the EU institutions, which argue that Romania is not an effective promoter of EU norms and values. It is therefore not easy for Romania to find the right balance between EU interests and its own priorities linked to its objective of becoming a developed country.

Iulia Monica Oehler-Şincai, Senior Researcher, Institute for World Economy, Romanian Academy, oehler.sincai@gmail.com.
Human rights and political values are not a big factor in Spain-China relations. The Spanish authorities are fully aware that Spain is too small to confront China on such issues and prefer to outsource these matters to the European Union. Furthermore, the results of its own transition based on a consensual pact among Spanish political forces mean that the Spanish approach has always been to empathise with the reformist Chinese regime. The strategy developed by successive Spanish governments is to keep a sound distance, establish clear red lines against possible Chinese diplomatic pressure to change Spain’s own policies, operate and develop discreet diplomacy on human rights and political values in China and be patient about how these might evolve in the future. For now, China’s societal model has very little appeal in Spain. The media and public opinion are generally highly critical of the Chinese political system, which is seen as authoritarian.

Human rights did not play an important role in diplomatic relations between China and the then European Economic Community (EEC) before the Tiananmen Square Massacre of 1989. This was also the case for Spain-China relations. Even after 1989, however, Spain continued to take a softer approach to such sensitive issues. It was the only EEC member state that did not curtail economic relations with China and the first to send its Minister of Foreign Affairs to China after the event, on 22 November 1990.

Spanish diplomacy is grounded in the same basic political values as the rest of the European Union (EU), but Spanish leaders are cautious about the negative effects that foreign interventions in third countries can have. Thus, since the establishment of diplomatic relations with Beijing in 1973, Spain has always tried to maintain good relations with China in order to reap the potential economic benefits that come from such a huge market. For this reason, the Spanish Government has always kept a very low profile in its relations with Taiwan, the Dalai Lama has never been invited to Spain by the Spanish authorities and issues related to human rights and political persecution have always been dealt with discreetly to avoid angering the Chinese authorities. This should not be misinterpreted as kowtowing, however, but instead ties in with Spain’s own experience of a “pacted transition” from dictatorship to democratic state, and of interregional tensions.

China is not a salient issue on the electoral agenda in Spain, so there is no partisan debate on the role that political values should play in bilateral relations. The elites of Spain’s major political parties are convinced that any possible transition to a more open society in China will and should happen gradually and peacefully, and should not be triggered by external pressure. As was the case in Spain in the 1960s and 1970s, China’s interaction with the rest of the world is seen as positive and as something that might soften the authoritarian regime. At the same time, openly and repeatedly criticising its human rights record – so-called megaphone diplomacy – could be counterproductive for the political liberalisation of China. This could isolate the country and reinforce the position of the most conservative sectors of the regime, particularly when the Chinese authorities are lambasted for
actions that are acceptable to the majority of the Chinese population. In addition, since modern Spain has had its own problems with separatist movements in both Catalonia and the Basque region it is unlikely that the Spanish Government would ever become particularly vocal inside the EU about making political statements that could encourage centrifugal forces in Taiwan, Tibet or Xinjiang. This is not to deny the overall concern about the human rights situation in China, including in Tibet or Xinjiang.

**Political Values in Bilateral Relations**

Spain signed its accession to the EEC in June 1985, a milestone that marked the return of Spain to the front rank of European politics. Once that long-cherished objective had been secured, favouring domestic economic development became the main driver of Spanish foreign policy. The visit of the Spanish Socialist Workers’ Party (Partido Socialista Obrero Español, PSOE) Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez to Beijing that same year accompanied by a very significant business delegation is a case in point. This situation has not changed and all non-economic issues, including human rights, are subordinate. In the absence of dramatic events in China, there is no indication that this approach will change in the foreseeable future.

With regard to political values, the Spanish Government has consistently adopted a double-layered approach that attempts to balance megaphone diplomacy with a discreet perspective. According to the white book, *A Strategic Vision for Spain in Asia, 2018–2020*, within the EU and the UN Human Rights Council, Spain pursues a more confrontational multilateral strategy supporting EU statements critical of the human rights situation in China. However, the Spanish authorities do not sign letters criticising China that are endorsed by individual countries, such as those signed by a number of EU countries in March 2016 and March 2017. Bilaterally, Spain adopts a discreet strategy that emphasizes its commitment to democracy, human dignity, human rights, freedom, equality and the rule of law in different forms of formal and informal encounter with the political authorities, diplomats and officials. These remarks do not normally take centre stage and when they do, it is in the form of an offer by Spain to share its own experience should the Chinese authorities find it helpful in their own country.

The feeling shared by successive Spanish governments over the years is that there should be a complementarity between public criticism and discreet diplomatic pressure, and better coordination between the messages and actions of the EU member states, as well as between those of the European institutions – perhaps even including a concrete action plan. This could prevent double standards and the current division among various EU member states about how best to promote EU values in China. However, the Spanish authorities have not been particularly active in trying to advance a unitary and principled EU policy on China, since their policy on China has had other priorities.

It is important, for example, to establish dialogues not only on abstract notions of human rights, but also on concrete cases, for instance dealing with the more vulnerable groups in society such as women, children, elders and minorities. The relevant Spanish ministries have participated in bilateral seminars on these topics, sharing best practices with their Chinese counterparts. The Spanish officials who participated in these seminars believe that the willingness of their Chinese counterparts to learn about the Spanish experience was key to a meaningful and successful exchange.
Impact on the Policymaking Process

As in other EU member states, NGOs in Spain are more critical and vocal about the human rights record of China. They do not, however, have much space in the public debate. For all the reasons explained above, Spain’s foreign policy on China is more influenced by the business community than by human rights advocates. A good reflection of this fact is that some of the more recent Spanish ambassadors in Beijing have held managerial positions in Técnicas Reunidas, a Spanish multinational company with a long-standing presence in China. Thus, the main focus of the Spanish Government is to enhance business opportunities for Spanish firms and avoid any diplomatic tensions with the Chinese Government.

This business-friendly approach by the Spanish authorities gained international attention between November 2013 and April 2014, following prompt action by Mariano Rajoy’s People’s Party Administration to curb laws that allowed Spanish judges to pursue criminal cases globally. On 20 November 2013 the Spanish National Court issued international arrest warrants for five veteran senior Chinese leaders, including former President Jiang Zemin and former Prime Minister Li Peng, as part of a case involving alleged human rights abuses in Tibet. However, in less than three months, on 12 February 2014, the Spanish Government passed a law to curb the use of universal jurisdiction by Spanish courts. The way this case was handled showed the disposition of the governments of both countries to avert a diplomatic crisis. On the one hand, the Chinese authorities discreetly informed the Spanish authorities of their “great discontent” through diplomatic channels, refraining from putting pressure on Spain or mobilizing Chinese public opinion through the media or social networking sites. This restrained approach avoided damaging the reputation and commercial interests of Spain in China. On the other hand, the Spanish authorities handled the issue quietly and Rajoy’s government took the opportunity to change a law that the People’s Party had never supported.

Another case in which the Spanish authorities appeared to act discreetly and successfully to avoid a diplomatic crisis was the police investigation “Operación Sombra” (Operation Shadow), through which six executives of the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), including the two past directors of the branch of the Chinese bank in Madrid, were accused of participating in an international money laundering operation in February 2016. Chinese diplomats protested for months and criticised the Spanish authorities for not intervening in what they considered a public persecution campaign by the media and the judiciary against Chinese nationals, by repeatedly referring to the concept of a “Chinese mafia”. Nonetheless, Spanish diplomats repeatedly emphasised to their Chinese counterparts that the media and the judiciary in Spain are independent and there was nothing they could do apart from give advice on how best to handle the situation.

In sum, Spanish policymakers believe that this softer, low-profile approach to China is helpful for Spain in times of need, as for example during the recent eurozone debt crisis when China bought substantial amounts of Spanish sovereign debt at crucial moments of market instability.\(^5\)

The ‘China Model’ in Spain

China’s societal model has very little appeal in Spain. The media and public opinion are generally highly critical of the Chinese political system, which is seen as authoritarian. Here too, Spain’s historical background is important. The

---


\(^4\) The first contact took place on the same day the arrest warrants were issued, on 20 November 2013, at a meeting requested by Wang Yi, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the PRC, with the Spanish Ambassador in China, Manuel Valencia, see: Miguel González, “Spain fears China crisis over Tibet court case”, El País, 22 November 2013, https://elpais.com/elpais/2013/11/22/inenglish/1385124002_473819.html.

The majority of Spaniards are against anything that reminds them of the Franco regime – and one-party rule, media and internet censorship, and restrictions on political rights all fall into this category.

Certain features of the Chinese model are regarded positively, such as the meritocracy in the Chinese bureaucracy and political system, and certainly the economic development and progress that China has experienced over the past four decades. Nor have the recent constitutional changes in China that allow Xi Jinping to serve for more than two terms been criticised per se, since there are no maximum term limits for prime ministers in Spain. What has been criticised, however, is the ever-increasing concentration of power in the hands of Xi Jinping.

Finally, there are no political actors, experts or associations, even those less critical of the Chinese Government, that present China’s societal model as an alternative to the model advocated by the EU. China’s authoritarian regime is extremely unappealing in Spain, mainly due to its violations of civil liberties and political rights. Perhaps for this reason, Chinese diplomacy in Spain tends to be very low profile and cautious in its public relations initiatives, the modest nature of which have not caused suspicion or hostility in Spain.

---


---
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The prudent proponent
Sweden’s normative China policy

Viking Bohman and Anna Michalski, The Swedish Institute of International Affairs

Abstract

Sweden has been active but careful when promoting human rights, democracy and the rule of law in its relationship with China. The Swedish Government has sought to keep a low profile by bringing sensitive issues within the European Union framework and seeking out cooperation on less contentious areas such as environmental protection and labour rights. The domestic debate has become more critical of China in recent years, in part because of the imprisonment of Gui Minhai, a Swedish citizen. A public diplomacy offensive launched in 2018 to defend China’s actions and promote its vision appears to have backfired, generating increased suspicion and scepticism in Sweden.

Sweden portrays itself as a firm defender of democracy, human rights and the rule of law. It has a long history of vocal criticism of states that violate these principles. This legacy has only in part been translated into public criticism of China’s infringements of human rights, as such exercises are typically limited to joint statements within the European Union (EU) and the United Nations. As is to be expected from a small country, Sweden has attempted to keep a low profile by seeking out low-risk channels to promote liberal values. It has done so primarily by bringing its work on sensitive political issues into the EU framework and formalising practical contacts with Chinese actors on less controversial issues such as environmental protection and labour rights.

Since the early 2000s, Sweden has sought to outsource some of its activities on sensitive issues to the EU. On human rights in particular, it is now widely accepted in both government and parliamentary circles that the EU constitutes a crucial platform for managing Sweden’s relations with China. Faced with calls in parliament and the media for a more proactive and publicly critical approach to China, ruling parties refer to existing initiatives within the EU framework and emphasise their role as active and principled players in EU discussions on breaches of human rights in China. The long-standing EU–China human rights dialogue is an oft-cited example. Others include the EU statements on the human rights situation in China, the EU’s development cooperation to promote human rights in China and its work to abolish the death penalty. While these activities are not the product of Sweden’s efforts alone, they are used to showcase Sweden’s ongoing work to promote liberal values in China.

Sweden’s China policy also contains an element of normative “teaching”, which comprises three types of activity. First, Sweden channels development aid to civil society organisations active in China. The Raoul Wallenberg Institute, which works to promote human rights through exchanges with academic institutions and the Chinese public sector, is the most notable example. Second, Sweden and China signed a memorandum of understanding on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in 2007. Building on this memorandum, a Centre for CSR was created at the Swedish Embassy in Beijing in 2010. Since 2015, this cooperation has included components on business and human rights. The centre conducts seminars and organises study visits and courses linked to issues
such as working conditions, the fight against corruption, the environment and the role of trade unions. These events gather businesses, industry associations, chambers of commerce and Chinese authorities at the central, regional and local levels. Third, the Swedish International Centre for Local Democracy, which has as its goal to promote “sustainable local democracy”, currently runs 18 Chinese-related projects, 18 of which are “municipal partnership programmes” that bring together Swedish and Chinese counterparts to promote issues such as the inclusion of youth in society.

Beyond work in the EU and bilateral cooperation initiatives, the Swedish Embassy in Beijing maintains regular contacts with civil society actors and integrates human rights into its outreach activities in China. The Swedish Ministry for Foreign Affairs (MFA) publishes periodic reports on human rights, democracy and the rule of law in China as part of a global initiative. The most recent report, which spells out details of the deteriorating human rights situation in China, was firmly refuted as “biased” and “unfounded” by the Chinese MFA. In the UN framework, Sweden has endorsed joint statements and signed letters condemning China’s human rights violations.

Overall, participation in multilateral efforts and non-contentious cooperative projects to promote liberal values has enabled successive governments to deflect calls from the media and opposition parties for a more vocal, critical and demanding approach to China. In this way the state has sidestepped potential points of contention with China, which at least until recently has helped to ensure a stable economic and political relationship.

Has Sweden’s approach been effective?

Sweden’s low-profile approach to promoting liberal values has been effective in that it has ensured some stability in the relationship with China. This might have helped Swedish economic interests in the short to medium term by allowing business ties to develop without any setbacks provoked by political disagreements. This does not necessarily mean, however, that the policy has been the most effective way to promote liberal values. It is possible that the impact of a more demanding, proactive and publicly critical approach, in concert with like-minded partners, might have put pressure on China to adapt in specific areas. Such a policy, however, was never a natural option for Swedish decision makers, who have sought to avoid going down the path of Norway and Denmark which were both punished for defying China – Denmark after its prime minister hosted the Dalai Lama in 2009 and Norway after it awarded a Nobel Prize to Liu Xiaobo in 2010.

Policy shift ahead?

China has typically been a topic of little interest to Swedish public opinion. However, the case of an imprisoned Swedish citizen, Gui Minhai, has breathed new life into the debate. Gui ran a bookshop in Hong Kong specialising in books dealing with the intrigues of China’s senior leadership. In 2015, he was taken from his holiday home in Thailand only to reappear three months later on Chinese state television to recite what appeared to be a forced confession. Gui’s case has been highly publicised and Sweden and the EU have issued public statements condemning the actions of the Chinese state. The case has put the spotlight on China’s human rights abuses and is likely to have a lasting impact on Swedish perceptions. In addition, politicians have taken note of the deteriorating human rights situation in China, as established in a 2017 report by the Swedish MFA.
In March 2018, a leading voice in the Swedish business community, Jacob Wallenberg, raised concerns about the lack of economic reciprocity between the West and China and the possible national security risks associated with Chinese investments.\textsuperscript{12} A couple of weeks later, the main opposition party, Moderaterna, indicated that a sharper tone to Sweden’s China policy might be necessary.\textsuperscript{13} This growing criticism from businesses, media outlets and the political elite could lead policymakers to re-evaluate Sweden’s current China policy, including its approach to promoting political values. However, it seems unlikely that Sweden will adopt a bold and outspoken approach. Successive governments from both left and right have historically been very careful not to antagonise China in ways that could harm commercial relations. In addition, Sweden’s Export Strategy identifies China as a “priority market”.\textsuperscript{14}

**Chinese values in Sweden**

There is some admiration for China in Sweden, particularly when it comes to the country’s economic success, its efforts to fight climate change and environmental degradation, and its rich ancient culture. China’s political values, however, are not held in high regard. In influential circles, China is seen as an oppressive one-party state with a deplorable human rights record.\textsuperscript{15} Xi Jinping’s recent move to abandon term limits on the presidency was met with a wave of critical reaction. An editorial in Sweden’s most widely read broadsheet declared: “Not only is China a one-party dictatorship. The country has become a one-man show”.\textsuperscript{16}

In 2018, the Chinese Embassy in Stockholm significantly stepped up its attempts to shape Swedish public and elite opinion. The ambassador spearheaded a public diplomacy offensive by reaching out to media outlets to defend China’s position and promote its stance on various issues, ranging from the Gui Minhai case to the Belt and Road Initiative and the treatment of Tibetans. The embassy has made a long list of statements, branding Swedish opinions “biased”, “groundless” and “totally unacceptable”.\textsuperscript{17} These public diplomacy efforts, however, are likely to prove counterproductive. Rather than gaining support for Chinese views, the embassy’s confrontational rebuttals have sparked a reaction and put the spotlight on China’s human rights record.

In September these developments culminated in a peculiar chain of events, which began when a family of three Chinese tourists attempted to check into a hostel in Stockholm. After a disagreement with the staff, the tourists were removed from the premises in an seemingly non-violent way by the police. In response, the Chinese Embassy issued a forceful statement that the police had “brutally abused” and “severely endangered the lives” of the family.\textsuperscript{18} A travel alert to Chinese tourists was issued and the embassy asked for the Swedish police to be disciplined and for an apology to be issued.\textsuperscript{19} The situation worsened when the Swedish broadcaster SVT ran a highly provocative programme on the incident, which included racially charged jokes. Thus far, the Swedish authorities have made no moves to punish the police or issue a public apology. It remains to be seen whether China will continue to push the case. It is possible that the forceful Chinese reaction was a mechanism to shift attention away from China’s own human rights record by highlighting Sweden’s “violation” of the “basic human rights” of the tourists.\textsuperscript{20}

The Chinese Embassy has also tried to influence the behaviour of politicians in Sweden. In connection with a visit to Sweden in 2017 by the President of the Tibetan government-in-exile, Lobsang Sangay, the Chinese Embassy reached out to parliamentarians, urging them not to attend the meeting. One parliamentarian


\textsuperscript{13} Ulf Kristersson, “En ny strategi för kinesiska företag”, Dagens industri, 12 April 2018.

\textsuperscript{14} Government Offices of Sweden, Sweden’s Export Strategy, 2015, p. 6.

\textsuperscript{15} See e.g. Sveriges riksdag, Riksdagens plenarsitzningar 2017/18: 122, 30 May 2018, pp. 27, 30–31, 37–38.


\textsuperscript{17} Björn Jerdén and Viking Bohman, “What Chinese tourist row in Sweden says about the future of Europe-China relations”, South China Morning Post, 21 September 2018.


\textsuperscript{20} Embassy of the People’s Republic of China in the Kingdom of Sweden (note 18).
noted that there was a “threatening undertone” to the discussions with the embassy. In the light of this atmosphere of threat, she later told a Swedish newspaper that meeting the Tibetan leader became particularly important for her: “We will listen to everyone. And human rights is a universal question, not an internal Chinese issue.”

China’s Confucius Institutes have had only a limited impact in Sweden. Only one such institution remains, since several have been shut down by their Swedish partners. Taken together, China’s influence on political values in Sweden appears negligible. This might change in the future, however, if lessons are drawn from setbacks, and propaganda tools are adapted to fit the Swedish context.

Viking Bohman, Analyst, The Swedish Institute of International Affairs (UI), viking.bohman@ui.se.
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UK-China: Broadening the values agenda
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Abstract

This chapter argues that political values remain important to the UK’s approach towards China, but the range of values which the UK has been promoting has broadened over recent years, in the context of a greater emphasis on promoting “prosperity” and a “broad and more holistic approach” to China. This approach has had some impact, for example in positive UK-China collaboration in tackling issues such as ivory trading. The traditional human rights agenda remains part of the relationship through annual dialogues and other channels, but traction here is limited. Finally, there is little evidence that the Chinese political model has found adherents in the UK, or had an influence on mainstream British understandings of political values.

The overall goals of British foreign policy are described by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) as being “to protect our country, our people and our interests; to project our influence and values; and to promote our prosperity”. The reference to influence and values is expanded to cover good governance, democracy, rule of law and human rights, the “rules-based international system”, and preventing and resolving conflict and building stability overseas. Economic values – from promoting prosperity to ensuring economic security – and normative concepts such as “the rules-based international system” are also important, especially following a greater degree of attention to commercial issues in British foreign policy since the late 1990s, a turn which intensified both after the global financial crisis and the Brexit vote in June 2016.

Political values and the UK’s approach to China

This has been reflected in the UK’s approach to China over the last decade. The then Conservative-Liberal Democrat coalition came to power in 2010 with a more overt commercial agenda towards China, but the freeze in high-level official (though not commercial) ties which followed the prime minister and deputy prime minister’s 2012 meeting with the Dalai Lama meant that this approach did not begin to reach fruition until 2014, with the high point around the 2015 announcement of the UK’s application to join the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the “Golden Era” in Sino-British ties declared during Chinese president Xi Jinping’s visit to the UK that autumn. Since the global financial crisis, and particularly since the Brexit vote, investment from and trade with China have been touted in the UK as ways of dealing with austerity and creating growth.

The common view is that this turn to the prosperity agenda came at the expense of values diplomacy, in particular the promotion of human rights in China. However, a closer examination of British policy towards China suggests a more nuanced picture.

Theresa May’s decision shortly after she became prime minister in 2016 to review the Hinkley Point C nuclear power project, in which a Chinese company will invest one third, was widely interpreted as an attempt to...
rebalance relations with China to ensure that Britain’s security was not being compromised for economic benefit. The project was subsequently approved (again), suggesting that May’s review represented a temporary “strategic pause” rather than a fundamental change in approach. But the backdrop to this was debate over whether a company from a country with different “values” – including a political system in which the state was a powerful economic actor – should be permitted to hold a stake in essential national infrastructure. The implications of deepening economic engagement with China’s different system of political economy have remained part of the British debate about the approach to China. The UK government and business community have generally sought to intensify commercial engagement, including under the banner of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), but to balance this with the promotion of liberal international economic values in relations with China, centered mostly on stressing the importance of “the rules-based international order”, and the importance of “international standards” in the implementation of the BRI. These concerns prompted Theresa May not to sign a memorandum of understanding on BRI during her January 2018 visit to China.

The broadening of engagement with China over the recent years reflects a diversification of the values agenda. British officials have sought a pragmatic approach where resources are put into issues with realistic chances of concrete progress. For example, work with the Chinese authorities to tackle the ivory trade was promoted through a joint advertising campaign, and given profile by the 2015 visit to China of Prince William (third in line to the throne). In 2018, the UK has promoted working with China against modern slavery and human trafficking, serious organized crime, and the trade in illegal wildlife products; the latter was the subject of a new campaign launched in August 2018 at the British Embassy.

Other issues, such as data protection, have also been addressed.

This diversification of the values agenda has not done away with the traditional human rights agenda and China is still listed as one of 30 countries of concern in the FCO’s annual Human Rights and Democracy Report. The most recent report highlights further tightening of the space for civil society, further reductions on freedom of speech and assembly, trials of human rights lawyers and activists, lack of judicial process and transparency, and the apparent increase in restrictions on religious freedom. The report cites new laws – the Foreign NGO, National Intelligence and Cyber Security Laws – as restricting the scope for freedom of expression and association, and expresses concern over the situations in Tibet and Xinjiang.

Alongside public statements, the British government raises these issues with Chinese counterparts privately, including when senior British ministers hold bilateral meetings with Chinese counterparts. They are also addressed at the regular (non-public) official human rights dialogue with China; the 24th dialogue was in June 2017. The agenda of these meetings has shifted to reflect changing concerns and sometimes concentrated on particular themes – for example, the 2015 dialogue focused on the role of the judiciary.

Another mechanism through which the FCO engages on values is the Magna Carta Fund for Human Rights and Democracy, which funds projects to promoting “democratic values and enabling prosperity”.

In China, the most recent call for projects focuses on supporting a more effective criminal justice system and improving access to justice, strengthening bilateral cooperation on modern slavery, social equity, corporate social responsibility, the rights of women and children, effective operation of non-governmental organisations in China,
enhancing the media environment, and public information transparency. This scheme is relatively new (following the celebration of the 800th anniversary of the Magna Carta in 2015), but builds on similar programmes operated in the past.

The Great Britain China Centre, an executive non-departmental public body supported by the FCO, engages in projects and discussions with Chinese counterparts on good governance, the rule of law and sustainable development. As well as meeting political objectives, all of these projects could improve the business environment; in this context it is worth noting that the FCO’s current overseas business risk document for China refers to child labour, issues relating to migrant workers, and limited trade union representation.

When new Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt visited China at the end of July 2018, he met family members of detained or previously detained human rights lawyers. In his joint press conference with the Chinese foreign minister, Hunt referenced “areas where we have different views such as human rights”. This has become familiar language, with numerous ministers explicitly noting that the two countries do not view all issues in the same way, but that the “Golden Era” of bilateral relations allows open and frank discussion of differences, while continuing to develop cooperation where possible.

The impact of British government engagement on political values is difficult to gauge, but the UK government has said that it assesses cooperation to have contributed to a “reduction in the number of crimes subject to the death penalty” and “greater legal protection for victims of domestic violence and rape”. At the margins, therefore, it might be possible to influence Chinese policy or practice, especially on issues (such as the wildlife trade) where there are sympathetic constituencies in China. However traction is limited on more systemic political rights.

The question of values remains the most contentious part of the UK-China relationship and there is domestic political debate within both of the main political parties (not along party lines) over the best approach to promoting political values. When in government all parties have sought some sort of balance between the promotion of values and interests and commercial goals. Non-governmental organizations which focus on human rights issues also lobby the British government and produce reports critical of developments in China. Much of the reporting in the British media describes a deterioration in human rights in China, and all of these developments increase political pressure on the UK government to continue to prioritise values in its diplomacy with China.

Finally, the growing politicisation of issues relating to Hong Kong has become a more prominent part of the UK-China bilateral agenda since 2014, and was raised by the UK side during the most recent prime ministerial and foreign ministerial discussions. Here the tone in the UK has become more critical, with several parliamentary debates and active lobbying by political grandees, including former governor of Hong Kong, Lord Patten. A new NGO, Hong Kong Watch, pressures the government to take a tougher line in the reports on Hong Kong which the FCO submits to parliament every six months. The dynamics of British policy on these issues are, however, somewhat divorced from the rest of its China policy.

**China's impact on political values in the UK**

China may have become a more prominent feature of political debate in the UK over the last decade, but there is little evidence of admiration in the UK for China’s political system or of any “China model” having an impact on British
conceptions of values. In some parts of the business and political world there is a certain jealousy at the speed with which Chinese infrastructure projects can be completed, but this does not go much beyond complaints about inefficient bureaucracy in the UK.

The Chinese government is attempting to shape perceptions of its system and economy (as other countries do through their public diplomacy), and as China’s global influence has spread, these efforts have become more evident in countries such as the UK. It has been suggested that this means China is a “direct challenge to liberal democracy and Europe’s values and interests”. But there is scant evidence of such an “authoritarian advance” in the case of the UK.

First, reporting about China in the UK remains dominated by the mainstream media, most of which is critical (the BBC is a good example). Chinese efforts at public diplomacy, including through newspaper supplements, pale into insignificance when compared to the influence of these media outlets and the debates on social media.

Second, Chinese efforts to influence often result in pushback which strengthens the attachment to “British” values and weakens Chinese public diplomacy. As the response to the furore over the initial decision in 2017 by The China Quarterly not to make certain academic articles available in China showed (all articles were always available in the UK), mainstream values in the UK remain very different from those in China, and Cambridge University Press reversed its original decision.

Third, although UK institutions host the largest number of Confucius Institutes in Europe, there is little evidence that these have strong voices in their host institutions. Likewise, the UK is home to some two thirds of Chinese students in the EU, but they are a diverse group, and it is unwise to assume loyalties are based on place of birth. Chinese students in the UK are more likely to be influenced by Western ideas than to persuade their British counterparts of the benefits of China’s system. In short, European influence on Chinese society remains much stronger than China’s influence on the UK.

Tim Summers, Senior Consulting Fellow, Asia Pacific Programme, Chatham House, timothysummers@yahoo.com.
Political values in EU-China relations: Towards a “principled” or a “pragmatic” approach?
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Abstract

The European Union is reconsidering its relations with China, aiming for “principled pragmatism”. Based on field research in Brussels involving over 50 interviews, I argue that this faces a threefold challenge. First, even though member states have “outsourced” contentious issues regarding political values to the EU as a supranational organization, EU foreign and security policy remains an intergovernmental competence. This principled approach requires unity among the 28 member states, most of which prioritize their own economic interests. Second, the European Commission’s China policy is fragmented and lacks strategic decision-making. Third, increased Chinese confidence restricts China’s willingness to cooperate on issues linked to political values. Despite these obstacles, the EU can take pride in some, albeit limited, successes. In addition, China’s impact on the EU’s internal debate on political values is very limited.

The European Union (EU) sees itself as a normative power founded on the fundamental political values enshrined in its treaties: democracy, human dignity, human rights, freedom, equality and the rule of law. According to its treaties, the main aim of EU foreign policy is to promote these values externally. Moreover, the EU is an international institution founded to facilitate peaceful cooperation based on rules-based multilateralism. Hence, these values shape its institutional identity.

More recently, however, internal crises have raised the question of whether the EU is a community of solidarity based on common values or – at the other extreme – should be reduced to the Single Market. This comes at a time when the long-standing values-based transatlantic alliance is being challenged by the presidency of Donald J. Trump in the United States. The EU is required to rethink its global role, including its relations with non-democratic powers such as the People’s Republic of China (PRC). In the light of Trump’s disregard for human rights, the EU sees itself as the last defender of liberal values in world affairs. At the same time, it is increasingly having to seek out issue-specific alliances to promote political principles ranging from human rights to international law and rules-based multilateralism. In some of these contexts, China is a partner; in others, it is the EU’s adversary. Having lost the previously reliable support of the USA on liberal values, the EU must remain even more committed but also find new strategic pathways to defend such values in a changing environment.

Accordingly, the EU is reassessing and realigning its China policy. For a long time, the EU’s approach was inspired by the idea of constructive engagement hoping China would ultimately liberalize. This turned out to be ineffective. Although China rhetorically refers to democracy, human right and the rule of law, it interprets these values in a different way – and under Xi Jinping the PRC is becoming even more authoritarian.

In its most recent China strategy, the EU reacted to this development by introducing what it calls a “pragmatic” approach, without giving up on all of its normative aspirations. The EU states that its policy “should be principled, practical and pragmatic”. What a principled and effective foreign policy should

1 European Union, Consolidated Version of the Treaty on European Union, 2012, Brussels, EU, paragraphs 2 and 21. While human dignity, freedom and equality are fairly abstract concepts, the EU’s foreign policy focuses on the promotion of human rights and the rule of law. Democracy promotion is also an important component, but not in the context of the EU’s China policy.

2 The term “strategic” or “strategy” refers to a planned action to achieve a long-term goal in relation to another actor (in this case China). This implies careful analysis of Chinese preferences and its likely reaction to EU policies in order to reduce uncertainty regarding the outcome of EU policies.

look like, however, remains open to debate. I argue that a truly principled EU foreign policy on China would require the singling out of issues that the EU could link to political values. To this day, however, even the first step in such an approach – identifying the goals of a principled EU policy on China – remains controversial. Suggestions range from purely fending off authoritarian Chinese influences on the EU, through working on issues of common concern, such as focusing on improving social and economic rights, to focusing on international political values, such as the preservation of rules-based multilateralism and a liberal trade regime; containing the impact of Chinese political values globally; or continuing to put pressure on China regarding civil liberties and civil rights. Whichever approach the EU decides to take, the realignment of its China policy will provide a chance to devise a more effective promotion of the EU’s political values. However, my analysis, based on more than 50 interviews with EU policymakers and officials, suggests that this new strategy faces three obstacles: (a) member states’ prioritization of their own economic interests; (b) the EU’s fragmented political culture; and (c) the growing confidence of PRC decision makers. All three obstacles are discussed separately below.

**Member states’ prioritisation of economic interests**

Foreign and security policy falls under the intergovernmental competence of member states and is decided by unanimous vote in the European Council. However, the country chapters in this report demonstrate the significant differences among the EU member states linked for example to their divergent historical backgrounds and economic circumstances. When trade-offs between economic interests and political values arise, states tend to prioritize economics. Hungary goes a step further in taking issue with the EU’s values themselves.

This leaves the EU in an awkward position. Most EU member states have “outsourced” contentious issues touching on human rights and the rule of law to the EU. In general, this outsourcing makes sense because a unitary EU has more leverage vis-à-vis China than a single member state. Even within the European Council, the more powerful member states bear the main responsibility because small states fear Chinese punishment if they were to take the lead. However, outsourcing political values is only effective when the EU acts in unison. The representatives in the European Council, however, receive their mandates from the same European capitals that tend to prioritize their divergent economic interests. Hence, outsourcing is not an effective European strategy but rather serves as an excuse for member state inaction. In fact, with the notable exception of Sweden, member states do not even publish the EU’s press releases on the Human Rights Dialogue (HRD) on the websites of their foreign ministries—a minimal step to demonstrate support.

In addition, the requirement for a unanimous vote provides a gateway for Chinese influence. In 2017, for the first time in EU history, Greece prevented the passage of a critical item 4 statement by the EU on China in the UN Human Rights Council. China did not ask Greece to vote no but the Greek veto can be seen as anticipatory obedience. At the same time, it provided the Greek Government with an opportunity to showcase its political leverage within the EU, having suffered the imposition of austerity measures in part at the insistence of the EU. Similar considerations may contribute to Hungary emphasising its potential to cooperate with China.

Despite all these obstacles, which stem from the influence of EU member states, constant cooperation within the European Council facilitates compromise as...
part of a system of classical bargaining.\textsuperscript{13} While this enables the adoption of values-based policies, such bargaining is not conducive to a unitary strategic and principled approach.

The EU’s fragmented policy

In addition to the European Council, the EU’s China policy is shaped by the highly fragmented policy of the \textit{European Commission}. The EU-China Summit\textsuperscript{14} is supplemented not only by the high-level strategic and the high-level economic dialogues, but also by no less than 60–70 sectoral dialogues.\textsuperscript{15} These sectoral dialogues are issue-specific, highly technical and carried out by different Directorate-Generals (DGs) of the European Commission or the European External Action Service (EEAS).

Human rights and the rule of law are addressed in the HRD and the Legal Affairs Dialogue (LAD). Interviews with EU officials indicate that concerns over political values implicitly hamper cooperation in many dialogues beyond the HRD and the LAD.\textsuperscript{16} Diverging political convictions fuel a lack of trust, impeding cooperation on matters from economic affairs to cybersecurity. This is an expression of the European Commission’s deep-rooted institutional interest in promoting its constitutive political principles. In addition, personal commitment to these values among officials is also widespread.

At the same time, the fragmented character of EU-China cooperation in more than 60 dialogues hampers a unitary and strategic promotion of political values. The highly technical mandates of most dialogues rarely mention political values. This allows the PRC to contain sensitive issues in the HRD and the LAD. Strategic issue linkages are difficult to make even though the EEAS serves a coordinative function by regularly organizing “country team meetings” to facilitate the exchange of information among DGs. Participation in these meetings is voluntary and some DGs seldom show up. Institutional rivalries and a system of constant rotation of officials further complicate a strategic approach.\textsuperscript{17}

Another track is EU-financed projects, such as those undertaken within the framework of the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights (EIDHR). Such projects aim to facilitate mutual understanding, capacity building and consciousness raising in the field of political values.\textsuperscript{18}

Apart from trade-related issues, the \textit{European Parliament} has no formal decision-making power in foreign affairs. It takes the most principled stance of all the EU institutions and serves an important watchdog function, insisting on a more principled approach to EU-China relations. Even though watered down during the course of negotiations, the most recent report on the state of EU-China relations adopted in September 2018, is more critical of China than the joint strategy of the European Council and the European Commission.\textsuperscript{19}

In addition to resolutions in the plenary or in committees, the European Parliament conveys its stance on China by means of public statements and discreet communications as part of inter-party consultations, its inter-parliamentary China delegation, and informal exchanges such as the “China friendship group”. Twice in its history, the European Parliament has awarded its Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought to Chinese activists.\textsuperscript{20} Even though the European Parliament remains the most principled institution within the EU framework, my interviews found evidence of a recent downgrading of political values.\textsuperscript{21}

\textsuperscript{13}Author interviews with representatives of EU member states in the European Council, Brussels, April–July 2018.
\textsuperscript{14}The EU-China summit is jointly organised with their Chinese counterparts by the European Commission and the European Council.
\textsuperscript{16}Author interviews with officials of the European Commission, Brussels, April–July 2018.
\textsuperscript{17}Ibid. While this presents a challenge for EU foreign policymaking generally, it is even more serious in the context of multilayered relations such as those with China.
\textsuperscript{18}The EIDHR contains China-specific as well as global funding streams that are awarded on application to, mostly local, civil society organisations. The budgets for China-specific programmes is €4–5 million over a 3-year period. In 2014–15, this sum was invested in six projects in two different funding streams. In addition to these funds, global calls are also available for China-related projects.
\textsuperscript{20}Wei Jingcheng was awarded the prize in 1996; Hu Jia received it in 2008.
\textsuperscript{21}Author interviews with officials and members of the European Parliament, Brussels, June 2018. Author interviews with human rights NGOs, Brussels, June and July 2018.
Chinese confidence and limited EU successes

In addition to institutional obstacles, China’s growing confidence in its own political system impedes the promotion of political values. China’s international influence is increasing, and so are its investments in the critical technology and infrastructure of EU member states. Thus, the EU’s successes room for manoeuvre is scarce and are mostly limited to fields in which the PRC has an interest in learning from European experience. Issues related to legal affairs with economic implications resonate more with Chinese decision makers than human rights and democracy. A notable exception is the reduction in the use of the death penalty in China.

It is also reasonable to assume that the EU’s interventions contribute significantly to assisting individual human rights activists in China. European efforts sometimes facilitate exit permits. Most recently, joint German-EU efforts enabled Liu Xia to leave China. There are also clear indications that raising the individual fate of imprisoned human rights activists correlates with improved conditions in detention. Such limited achievements are an argument against termination of the HRD. Even though China demonstrates its disdain for the HRD, disbanding it would not only signal a downgrading of human rights, but also make it more difficult to raise concerns and help individual human rights activists.

In the absence of diplomatic breakthroughs, low-key projects can have greater potential to induce some change. One example is the EU-China Environmental Governance Programme, which aims to increase expertise and capacity in environmental law in China as well as public awareness of citizens’ rights in this field. At first glance, this might appear to be just an issue of environmental policy, but it showcases the benefits of functioning rule of law in a specific field. Another project is the EU-China Law School in Beijing, which aims to familiarise a future generation of Chinese lawyers with the rule of law.

A more strategic EU approach: Towards a more principled future?

More recently, the EU has taken concrete steps to devise a more strategic China policy that addresses its most apparent weaknesses: disunity and fragmentation. At the initiative of Germany and the Netherlands, in mid-2018 the European Council received a comprehensive overview of the European Commission’s China policies. The next step will be more detailed debriefings. Furthermore, a debate has begun on eliminating the need for unanimous voting in some fields of foreign and security policy decision-making. While this would ease the development of a more strategic foreign policy, it will be difficult to convince member states to give up their veto power.

The European Commission decided in July 2018 to set up a high-level strategic decision-making body chaired by its Secretary-General, Martin Selmayr. It convened for the first time in September 2018. In contrast to the country team meetings, this body has enough weight to take strategic decisions. Finally, the European Parliament’s most recent China strategy is far more detailed and comprehensive than the 2015 version, reflecting an increased awareness of China’s importance.

This more strategic turn does not necessarily come with a more principled approach – the rifts in the transatlantic alliance have increased goodwill on both sides. In July 2018, the EU-China Summit was the first in three years to result in a joint statement. Although the EU succeeded in integrating human rights into the second paragraph, the references remained vague and there was no improvement over previous joint statements. Progress was limited to the economic sphere.
In sum, the EU’s introduction of a more pragmatic and strategic policy is a change from the previous constructive engagement approach, which did not result in any strengthening of liberal values in China. The EU is acknowledging the need to cooperate economically and geopolitically with China without giving up its normative aspirations altogether. However, while the challenge of the EU’s fragmentation is being tackled, the rise of populist parties in EU member states and – very likely – after the elections to the European Parliament in 2019 could signal a turn to less principled EU policies. First, these parties could harm EU unity by prioritizing national interests. Second, even though liberal principles can be part of national interests, these values are constitutive of the EU as an international institution. A weakening of the EU institutions would be likely to reduce Europe’s commitment to liberal political values.

**Chinese attempts to influence the EU’s political values debate**

An understanding of the political values that underlie the Chinese party-state is rare within EU institutions, where China-sceptic if not anti-Chinese sentiment dominates. This is not only a deep-rooted rejection of Chinese authoritarianism, but also a reaction to growing fears that China’s increasing political, economic, technological and ideological strength is challenging Western dominance. Xi Jinping’s more personalised and centralised authority, including the abolition of presidential term limits, has further fuelled concerns. Only a small minority of EU officials disregard concerns over political values and advocate purely economic cooperation.

China’s Mission to the EU, in turn, seeks to influence perceptions of the country within EU institutions and in their surroundings, including Brussels-based think tanks. My field research in Brussels does not support recent concerns, but instead identifies only limited successes as a result of Chinese efforts. For example, following an official visit by the Dalai Lama to the European Parliament in September 2016, China put a halt all official interparliamentary relations for a substantial period of time. However, when resuming the relations the European Parliament offered a face-saving way out for Chinese representatives without conceding on substance. Aggressive Chinese lobbying in the European Commission and the EEAS appears to be particularly counterproductive. Nonetheless, the EU should consider a registration system alongside its existing counterespionage provisions. In the absence of such an EU registration scheme, some EU officials report Chinese outreach to their home country intelligence services.

---
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